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ON RIEMANN-LIOUVILLE OPERATORS, BMO, GRADIENT ESTIMATES IN
THE LE´VY-ITOˆ SPACE, AND APPROXIMATION
STEFAN GEISS AND TRAN-THUAN NGUYEN
Abstract. In this article we discuss in a stochastic framework the interplay between Riemann-
Liouville operators applied to ca`dla`g processes, real interpolation, weighted bounded mean os-
cillation, estimates for gradient processes on the Le´vy-Itoˆ space, and the connection to an ap-
proximation problem for stochastic integrals. We prove upper and lower bounds for gradient
processes appearing in a Brownian setting within the Feynman-Kac theory for parabolic PDEs
and in the setting of Le´vy processes. The upper bounds are formulated by BMO-conditions
on the fractional integrated gradient, the lower bounds are formulated in terms of oscillatory
quantities. In the case of Le´vy processes we are concerned with a gradient process with values in
a Hilbert space where the regularity of this process depends on the direction within this Hilbert
space. Moreover, it turns out that certain Ho¨lder properties of terminal functions transfer into
a singularity in time that can be compensated by Riemann-Liouville operators.
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1. Introduction
This article investigates the interplay between Riemann-Liouville operators applied to ca`dla`g
processes, gradient estimates for functionals on the Le´vy-Itoˆ space, bounded mean oscillation
(BMO), approximation theory, and the real interpolation method from Banach space theory.
To explain this, let us assume a stochastic basis pΩ,F ,P, pFtqtPr0,T sq with finite time-horizon
T ą 0. There are various applications in which stochastic processes ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q appear that
have a singularity when t Ò T , for example in Lp for some p P r1,8s. Examples are gradient
processes obtained from (semi-linear) parabolic backward PDEs within the Feynman-Kac theory,
where these processes appear as integrands in stochastic integral representations (see Section 6)
or in backward stochastic differential equations as gradient processes. The same type of processes
appear also as gradient processes originating from convolution semi-groups based on Le´vy processes
and that are used, for example, in Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe projections (see Section 8).
If one analyzes these examples, then one realizes the following:
– Self-similarity: There is a Markovian structure behind that generates a self-similarity in
the sense that, given a P p0, T q and B P Fa of positive measure, then pϕtqtPra,T q restricted
to B has similar properties as pϕtqtPr0,T q. If one is interested in good distributional es-
timates of pϕtqtPr0,T q or functionals of it, then it is useful to consider the BMO-setting:
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the particular feature of BMO-estimates is that one uses conditional L2-estimates, where
one might exploit conditional orthogonality, in order to deduce Lp-estimates for p ą 2 or
exponential estimates by John-Nirenberg type theorems.
– Polynomial blow-up: In the problems mentioned above the size of the singularity of ϕ
(or, again, a functional of it) increases polynomially in time with a rate pT ´ tq´α for some
α ą 0. In particular, this often occurs in the presence of Ho¨lder functionals as terminal
conditions in backward problems.
The above observations lead to an interplay between Riemann-Liouville operators, BMO,
and the real interpolation method. These components interact as follows: We realized that
the Riemann-Liouville operators allow for a transformation of a stochastic process with a certain
singularity when t Ò T into a stochastic process without this singularity (but without loosing any
information about the process one is starting from). In particular, this is of interest for martin-
gales. By the obtained formulas this opens a link to real interpolation theory, which has a natural
explanation as we interpolate with a two-parametric scale between, for example, martingales with-
out singularity and martingales with a singularity. As a consequence of the self-similarity of the
singular process one is starting from, it is natural to think that the Riemann-Liouville operator
turns this process into a BMO-process by removing the singularity but keeping the self-similarity.
Therefore we consider the stochastic processes transformed by the Riemann-Liouville operator in
the BMO-setting. One starting point to investigate the connections between Riemann-Liouville
operators, BMO, and real interpolation is an approximation problem for stochastic integrals, so
that we will deal with four objects that interact with each other.
In the second part of this article we give two applications of the above methodology in Section 6
and Section 8. To explain this, let C0b pRq be the bounded continuous functions and Ho¨l01pRq be the
Lipschitz functions, both defined on R and vanishing at zero. We define the two-parametric scale
of Ho¨lder functions by the real interpolation method as
Ho¨l0η,qpRq :“ pC0b pRq,Ho¨l01pRqqη,q for pη, qq P p0, 1q ˆ r1,8s.
Section 6: Let W “ pWtqtPr0,T s be a standard Brownian motion and Y “ pYtqtPr0,T s be the
geometric Brownian motion
Yt “ eWt´ t2 ,
and consider a Borel function g : p0,8q Ñ R with gpYT q P L2 and
gpYT q “ EgpYT q `
ż
p0,T q
ϕtdYt a.s. (1.1)
Here, for t P r0, T q we use
Gpt, yq :“ EgpyYT´tq, ϕt :“ pBG{Byqpt, Ytq, and Zt :“ ϕtYt,
so that gpYT q “ EgpYT q`
ş
p0,T q ZtdWt. For a deterministic time-net τ , 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ T ,
we define the approximation error for the Riemann approximation of the stochastic integral as
Etpg; τq :“
ż t
0
ϕsdYs ´
nÿ
i“1
ϕti´1pYti^t ´ Yti´1^tq.
One has }ET pg; τq}L2 ě c?n for some c ą 0 for all time-nets τ , 0 “ t0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ T , provided
that there are no a, b P R such that gpYT q “ a ` bYT a.s. (see [16, Theorem 2.5]). To estimate
ET pg; τq from above usually the L2-setting is used to exploit orthogonality (see, for example,
[19, 16, 22] for the Wiener space and [17] for the corresponding problem on the Le´vy-Itoˆ space).
The approximation in Lp for p P r2,8q is considered in [24] on the Wiener space. A different route
is taken in [20] where it is shown by [20, Theorems 7 and 8] that
}pEtpg; τqqtPr0,T s}BMOY2 pr0,T sq ď c
c
sup
i“1,...,n
|ti ´ ti´1| for all τ “ ttiuni“0 P T
ðñ g is (equivalent to) a Lipschitz function, (1.2)
where T stands for the set of all deterministic time-nets τ “ ttiuni“0, 0 “ t0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “
T , and the weighted BMO-spaces BMOY2 pr0, T sq are introduced in Definition 2.1. Note that
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}pEtpg; τqqtPr0,T s}BMOY2 pr0,T sq only requires local L2-estimates that are more feasible than Lp-esti-
mates for p ą 2. The importance of the BMOΦq -spaces, q P p0,8q, comes from the fact that, for
example,
P
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
|At| ą aµν}A}BMOΦq pr0,T sq
¸
ď e1´µ ` αP
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
Φt ą ν
¸
for µ, ν ą 0, where a, α ą 0 are constants depending at most on q (this follows from [20, equation
(5), part (a) of the proof of Corollary 1]). Therefore, the moments of the weight Φ determine the
moments of A. This BMO-approach is also used in the context of BSDEs in [25].
Our first main result is the extension of the equivalence (1.2). Firstly we show in Theorem 6.4
that the geometric Brownian motion in (1.2) can be replaced by a more general diffusion while
keeping the equivalence. However, this is still in the Lipschitz framework and gives the impression
that this approach is tight to Lipschitz functionals gpYT q. But our second contribution is to move
away from the Lipschitz framework, which is done in Theorem 6.5, where we prove for θ P p0, 1q
that
@τ P T }pEtpg; τqqtPr0,T q}BMOΦ2 pr0,T qq ď c
a
}τ}θ ðñ
#
I
1´θ
2 Z ´ Z0 P BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq
pT ´ tq 1´θ2 |Zt| ď cΦt a.s.
(1.3)
under mild conditions on the weight-process Φ and an a-priori condition on ϕ, where the Riemann-
Liouville operator Iα is defined in (1.10) and
}τ}θ :“ sup
i“1,...,n
ti ´ ti´1
pT ´ ti´1q1´θ for τ “ ttiu
n
i“0 P T . (1.4)
In particular, we consider the time-nets τθn :“ pT ´ T p1 ´ pi{nqq
1
θ qni“0 which concentrate more
around t “ T the smaller θ is and which are therefore suitable to handle singularities at t Ò T .
Since we have
}τθn}θ ď
T θ
θn
,
one obtains the optimal rate 1{?n on the left-hand side in (1.3). The right-hand side in (1.3)
is a statement about fractional smoothness in the following sense: After removing a singularity
of order 1´θ2 from the process Z by applying the Riemann-Liouville operator of order
1´θ
2 we
obtain an object in BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq. So one might think about a fractional smoothness of order
1´ 1´θ2 “ 1`θ2 in BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq. The next step is to investigate the right-hand side of (1.3) which
is of independent interest. For g P Ho¨l0θ,2pRq and the weight process Φt :“ Yt supsPr0,tspY θ´1s q we
show in Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.6 for all q P p0,8q that
I
1´θ
2 Z ´ Z0 P BMOΦq pr0, T qq and I
1´θ
2
T Z :“ lim
tÒT
I
1´θ
2
t Z in Lq and a.s.,
and that Φ satisfies a generalized reverse Ho¨lder inequality (denoted by Φ P SMqpr0, T qq in
Definition 2.2).
Section 8: The second application concerns gradient estimates for functionals of Le´vy processes.
Let us assume a pure jump Le´vy process X “ pXtqtPr0,T s which is an L2-martingale with a non-zero
Le´vy measure ν. Given a functional fpXT q P L2, where f : RÑ R is a Borel function, we consider
a gradient process
Mt : ΩÑ H – L2pR, z2νpdzqq, t P r0, T q,
associated to fpXT q, which naturally replaces the process Z “ pZtqtPr0,T q, obtained from (1.1) by
Z “ ϕY , and satisfies (for the precise interpretation see Appendix D.2 and Appendix D.3)
Mt “ 1
t
ż t
0
Ds,¨EFtrfpXT qsds for t P p0, T q, (1.5)
where Ds,z is the Malliavin derivative. Assume that the Le´vy process satisfies
sup
sPp0,T s
sup
zPsupppνqzt0u
s
1
β
}Pz`Xs ´ PXs}TV
|z| ă 8 (1.6)
for some β P p1, 2q, where Pz`Xs and PXs are the laws of z `Xs and Xs, respectively, and } ¨ }TV
stands for the total variation. Upper bounds for }Pz`Xs ´ PXs}TV are already investigated in
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the literature (see [39, Theorem 3.1]). We measure the fractional smoothness of fpXT q in the
direction D P L2pR, z2νpdzqq, D ě 0, by determining the regularity of the ’directional’ martingales
pxM,DyHptqqtPr0,T q in dependence on D. It turns out that, for ε P p0, 1q, the ε-small ball condition,
sup
ně1
2εn
ż
t2´nď|z|ă2´n`1u
Dpzqz2νpdzq ă 8, (1.7)
plays a central role. A second main result of the article is
Iα
ˆ´
xM,DyHptq ´ xM,DyHp0q
¯
tPr0,T q
˙
P BMO2pr0, T qq with α :“ 1´ pε` ηq
β
(1.8)
for pε, βq P p0, 1q ˆ p1, 2q, η P p0, 1´ εq, and f P Ho¨l0η,2pRq. To check this, we define the measure
ρpdzq :“ Dpzqz2νpdzq{
ż
R
Dpzqz2νpdzq on BpRq
so that (1.7) turns into supně1 2
εnρpt2´n ď |z| ă 2´n`1uq ă 8, use equation (D.4), and apply to
DρF pt,Xtq from (D.4) the statements Theorem 8.11 and Corollary 8.13. The relation (1.8) is the
counterpart to (1.3), however α depends on the direction D via the small ball condition (1.7). An
application, we discuss, is the approximation of the stochastic integral appearing in the Galtchouk-
Kunita-Watanabe projection of fpXT q if one projects on the space of stochastic integrals driven
by
XDt :“
ż
p0,tsˆR
Dpxqx rN pds, dxq,
where rN is the compensated Poisson random measure of X . By Proposition 8.2 and equation
(D.4) we have for f P DX X L2pR,PXT q (DX is given in Definition 8.1) the explicit representation
of the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe projection
1
xD,DyH
ż
p0,T q
xM,DyHpt´qdXDt .
In our later notation we will have ϕtpf, ρq “ xM,DyHptq{
ş
R
Dpzqz2νpdzq and define the corre-
sponding error process of the Riemann approximation of the stochastic integral with respect to the
time-net τ “ ttiuni“0 P T as
Etpf ; τ,Dq :“
ż t
0
ϕs´pf, ρqdXDs ´
nÿ
i“1
ϕti´1´pf, ρqpXDti^t ´XDti´1^tq, t P r0, T q.
Let us additionally assume that the Le´vy measure satisfies νpdzq “ pνpzqdz, where pν is symmetric
and
0 ă lim inf
|z|Ñ0
|z|1`βpνpzq ď lim sup
|z|Ñ0
|z|1`βpνpzq ă 8
which ensures that (1.6) is satisfied. Assume also that the functional D satisfies the ε-small ball
condition (1.7). Then, in Theorem 8.21 we prove that for p P r2,8q, θ :“ 1 ´ 2α (α is given by
(1.8)), and f P Ho¨lη,2pRq one has
PFa
`|Etpf ; τθn, Dq ´ Eapf ; τθn, Dq| ą λ˘ ď cmin
$&% 1nλ2 , E
Fa
”
supuPra,ts Φ
p
u
ı
λppT ´ tqpα
,.- a.s. (1.9)
for 0 ď a ă t ă T and λ ą 0 and any non-negative adapted ca`dla`g process pΦuquPr0,ts with
1 _ |∆Xs| ď Φs for all s P r0, ts and supuPr0,tsΦu P Lp. Inequality (1.9) corresponds to the left-
hand side of (1.3). Here 1{pnλ2q is achieved by using the adapted time-nets τθn. If p ą 2, then we
have a higher integrability by the term 1{λp that goes back to the self-improving properties of the
BMO-spaces. For example, this term leads to the large deviation inequality
P
`|Etpf ; τθn, Dq| ą λ˘ ď c 1λp E supuPra,tsΦpupT ´ tqpα
that gives a better upper bound than 1
nλ2
for large λ.
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In order to treat the applications described so far we deal with some general results about the
interaction of Riemann-Liouville operators, interpolation, BMO, and approximation theory:
Section 3: We study general properties of Riemann-Liouville operators applied to martingales
and the relation to real interpolation and an integrated square function. In Definition 3.1 for α ą 0
and a ca`dla`g function K : r0, T q Ñ R we define IαK :“ pIαt KqtPr0,T q by
Iαt K :“
α
Tα
ż T
0
pT ´ uqα´1Ku^tdu and I0tK :“ Kt. (1.10)
Furthermore, in Definition 3.5 we define for a ca`dla`g process ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q, a P r0, T s, and a
deterministic time-net τ “ ttiuni“0, 0 “ t0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ T , the following integrated square-function
rϕ; τ sa :“
ż a
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du.
In Theorem 3.6 we prove for θ P p0, 1q and a ca`dla`g martingale ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q Ď L2 the equivalence
pI
1´θ
2
t ϕqtPr0,T q is a martingale closable in L2 ðñ Dc ą 0 @τ P T Erϕ; τ sT ď c}τ}θ (1.11)
where } ¨ }θ is defined in (1.4). Theorem 3.6 also includes an equivalence to interpolation spaces
of type pE0, E1qθ,2. Theorem 3.6 enables us to connect the Riemann-Liouville operators and the
Ho¨lder spaces Ho¨l0η,2pRq to our approximation problem. Independently from the above connections,
the functional rϕ; τ s can be interpreted as a square-function adapted to non-closable martingales.
Section 4 transfers (1.11) to the setting of weighted BMO, the setting we exploit for our estimates
later. A special case of Theorem 4.8 is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Assume a ca`dla`g martingale ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q Ď L2. Then for θ P p0, 1s and α :“ 1´θ2
the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) One has Iαϕ´ ϕ0 P bmo2pr0, T qq and there is a c(1.12) ą 0 such that one has
|ϕa ´ ϕs| ď c(1.12) pT ´ sq
θ
2
pT ´ aq 12 for 0 ď s ă a ă T a.s. (1.12)
(2) There is a constant c(1.13) ą 0 such that, for all time-nets τ P T ,
}rϕ; τ s}BMO1pr0,T qq ď c(1.13)}τ}θ. (1.13)
In (1) the bmo2pr0, T qq-spaces are defined in Definition 2.1. Moreover, in no direction the
conditions Iαϕ´ ϕ0 P bmo2pr0, T qq and (1.12) imply each other in general (see [21]).
Section 5: We find lower bounds for (1.13) by using a concept of lower oscillation of stochastic
processes. In Definition 5.1 we define for a stochastic process ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q and t P p0, T q the
oscillatory quantity
Osctpϕq :“ inf
sPr0,tq
}ϕt ´ ϕs}L8
and call ϕ of maximal oscillation with constant c ě 1 if for all t P p0, T q one has
Osctpϕq ě
1
c
}ϕt ´ ϕ0}L8 .
For us the maximal oscillation is of interest for martingales as it says that for all 0 ă s ă t one
has }ϕt ´ϕs}L8 „ }ϕt ´ ϕ0}L8 up to some factor. The corresponding lower bounds for (1.13) are
summarized in the following statement (see Theorem 5.7):
Theorem 1.2. Assume θ P p0, 1s and a martingale pϕtqtPr0,T q Ď L2. Assume that one has 8 ą
}rϕ; τ s}BMO1pr0,T qq Ñ 0 whenever }τ}1 Ñ 0. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) inftPp0,T qpT ´ tq
1´θ
2 Osctpϕq ą 0.
(2) There is a c ą 0 such that for all time-nets τ “ ttiuni“0 P T one has }rϕ; τ s}BMO1pr0,T qq ě c}τ}θ.
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Section 7: We provide with Theorem 7.1 an interpolation theorem adapted to gradient esti-
mates in the Le´vy setting which is formulated in a general context and for this reason of possible
independent interest.
Section 8: We return to a Le´vy processes X “ pXtqtPr0,T s that is a pure jump L2-martingale
with a non-zero Le´vy measure ν and fix a probability measure ρ on BpRq. In Definition 8.5 we
introduce a linear space DompΓ0ρq of Borel functions f : RÑ R and the operator
Γ0t,ρ : DompΓ0ρq Ñ R with xf,Γ0t,ρy :“
ż
Rzt0u
Efpz `XT´tq ´ EfpXT´tq
z
ρpdzq.
In the special case ρ ! ν with ρpdzq “ Dpzqz2νpdzq{ ş
R
Dpzqz2νpdzq, where D P L2pR, z2νpdzqq is
non-negative with
ş
R
Dpzqz2νpdzq ą 0, these operators satisfy (formally)
xfp¨ ` xq,Γ0t,ρy|x“Xt “
ż
R
„
1
t
ż t
0
Ds,zE
FtrfpXT qsds

Dpzqz2νpdzq{
ż
R
Dpzqz2νpdzq
for t P p0, T q, see (D.3), that takes us back to (1.5). The deterministic operators Γ0t,ρ will be the
main tool to obtain estimates on stochastic gradients where we use that the operators Γ0t,ρ are
linear and deterministic and allow therefore for the application of interpolation techniques from
Banach space theory. To understand Γ0t,ρ as mathematical object we associate to the probability
measure ρ (that was arbitrary) and to the process X a probability density γt,ρ P L1pRq for which
it follows from Theorem 8.10 that in a distributional sense
Γ0t,ρ “ ´Dγt,ρ,
i.e. Γ0t,ρ can be seen as a derivative of a distribution of L1-type. Because pxfp¨`xq,Γ0t,ρy|x“XtqtPr0,T q
will be a martingale under our assumptions, we let
pϕtpf, ρqqtPr0,T q be a ca`dla`g version of pxfp¨ ` xq,Γ0t,ρy|x“XtqtPr0,T q. (1.14)
Section 8.3 (upper bounds for gradients): We introduce
~f~2ρ,α :“
2α
T 2α
ż T
0
pT ´ tq2α´1 sup
xPR
|xfp¨ ` xq,Γ0t,ρy|2dt
for α ą 0 and obtain as a corollary of Theorem 8.11:
Theorem 1.3. For α ą 0 and f P DompΓ0ρq one has
sup
aPr0,T q
ˆ
T ´ a
T
˙α
}ϕapf, ρq}L8 `
››Iαϕpf, ρq ´ ϕ0pf, ρq››BMO2pr0,T qq ď 4~f~ρ,α. (1.15)
To estimate ~f~ρ,α in the next step, for η P r0, 1s and s P r0, T s we introduce
}Xs}TVpρ,ηq :“ inf
P
#ż
Rzt0u
P pzq1´ηρpdzq
+
P r0,8s,
where the infimum is taken over all measurable P : Rzt0u Ñ r0,8q such that
}Pz`Xs ´ PXs}TV
|z| ď P pzq for z P Rzt0u.
Then Theorem 8.9 verifies
|xf,Γ0t,ρy| ď }f}Ho¨l0η,8pRq}XT´t}TVpρ,ηq
which serves as end-point estimates in the interpolation Theorem 7.1 to get in Corollary 8.13 that
~f~ρ,α ď c(1.16)}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq for α :“
1´ pε` ηq
β
(1.16)
under the assumptions
sup
ně1
2εnρpt2´n ď |z| ă 2´n`1uq ă 8 and sup
sPp0,T s
sup
zPsupppνqzt0u
s
1
β
}Pz`Xs ´ PXs}TV
|z| ă 8 (1.17)
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for pε, βq P p0, 1q ˆ p1, 2q and η P p0, 1´ εq. Combining (1.16) and (1.15) gives
sup
aPr0,T q
ˆ
T ´ a
T
˙α
}ϕapf, ρq}L8 `
››Iαϕpf, ρq ´ ϕ0pf, ρq››BMO2pr0,T qq ď 4c(1.16)}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq. (1.18)
This estimate develops further the result [39, Theorem 1.3] as explained in Remark 8.22. One
application of (1.18) is that we are now in a position to apply Theorem 4.7 (which corresponds to
(1)ñ (2) in Theorem 1.1).
Section 8.4 (lower bounds for gradients): We consider the case
ρpdzq :“ z2νpdzq{
ż
R
z2νpdzq (1.19)
where ν is the Le´vy measure. This case yields to the gradients appearing in the classical Galtchouk-
Kunita-Watanabe projection. We assume the following bounds that are the counterpart to the
upper bounds in (1.17):
ρpr´d, dsq ě cd2´β and inf
|v|_|z|ďc1s
1
β ,z ­“0
PpXs P v ` r´z`, z´qq
|z| ě c
2s´
1
β (1.20)
for d P p0, d0s and s P p0, T s, respectively, where c, c1, c2, d0 ą 0 are constants and z` and z´ are
the positive and negative part of z. In the case of β-stable like processes as in Section 8.5 we have
that (1.17) is satisfied with ε :“ 2 ´ β and (1.20) is satisfied. For the fractional smoothness α in
the upper bound we get then
α “ 1´ pε` ηq
β
“ 1´ p2´ β ` ηq
β
“ 1´ 1` η
β
.
This coincides with the lower bound we get for η-Ho¨lder continuous functions from Theorem 8.20:
Theorem 1.4. Let η P p0, 1q and β P r1 ` η, 2q and assume }Xs}TVpρ,ηq ă 8 for s P p0, T s.
Suppose that (1.19) and (1.20) are satisfied. If fpxq :“ px_ 0qη P Ho¨lηpRq, then
c(1.4) :“ inf
tPr0,T q
pT ´ tq1´ 1`ηβ xf,Γ0t,ρy ą 0.
Now we combine the maximal oscillation of pϕtqtPr0,T q (Theorem 8.19(2)) and Theorem 1.4 to
deduce that, for ϕ “ ϕpf, ρq given in (1.14) ,
Osctpϕq ě
1
2
}ϕt ´ ϕ0}L8 ě
1
2
r}ϕt}L8 ´ |ϕ0|s ě
1
2
«
c(1.4)
pT ´ tq1´ 1`ηβ
´ |ϕ0|
ff
.
Section 8.5 discusses the application of the results to β-stable like processes.
The sections of the article interact as follows:
2. Preliminaries
3. Riemann-Liouville operators
4. Riemann-Liouville op’s & approximation
5. Oscillation
6. Gradient estimates: Brownian setting
7. Interpolation
8. Gradient estimates: Le´vy setting
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. General notation. We let N :“ t1, 2, . . .u and N0 :“ t0, 1, 2, . . .u. For a, b P R we use
a _ b :“ maxta, bu, a ^ b :“ minta, bu, a` :“ a _ 0, a´ :“ p´aq _ 0, and for A,B ě 0 and c ě 1
the notation A „c B for 1cB ď A ď cB. The corresponding one-sided inequalities are abbreviated
by A ľc B and A ĺc B. Given x P R, signpxq :“ 1 for x ě 0 and signpxq :“ ´1 for x ă 0 is
the standard sign function, and we agree about 00 :“ 1. For a probability space pΩ,F ,Pq and a
measurable map X : ΩÑ Rd, where Rd is equipped with the Borel σ-algebra BpRdq generated by
the open sets, the law of X is denoted by PX . Given p P p0,8s and a measure space pΩ,F , µq, we
use the standard Lebesgue spaces LppΩ,F , µq and denote by L0pΩ,Gq the space of all G-measurable
maps X : Ω Ñ R. We drop the corresponding measure space in the notation if there is no risk
of confusion. Given a (finite) signed measure µ on pR,BpRqq, we denote by |µ| :“ µ` ` µ´ its
variation and by }µ}TV :“ |µ|pRq its total variation. The Lebesgue measure on pR,BpRqq will be
denoted by λ. For two measures µ and ν on a measurable space pΩ,Fq we write ν ! µ if ν is
absolutely continuous with respect to µ. For a set A P F with µpAq P p0,8q we let µA be the
normalized restriction of µ to the trace σ-algebra F |A. For 0 ă p ď q ď 8, σ-finite measure spaces
pM,Σ, µq and pN,N , νq, and a measurable map f :M ˆN Ñ r0,8q we use the inequality›››}f}Lppµq›››Lqpνq ď
›››}f}Lqpνq›››Lppµq . (2.1)
2.2. Support of a measure. Let µ be a measure on BpRdq, then supppµq denotes the closed set
tx P Rd : µpUεpxqq ą 0 for all ε ą 0u, where Uεpxq is the open euclidean ball centered at x with
radius ε ą 0. Given a random variable X : ΩÑ Rd, we let supppXq :“ supppPXq. One knows that
PptX P supppXquq “ 1 and that for independent random variables X : ΩÑ Rm and Y : ΩÑ Rn it
holds suppppX,Y qq “ supppXqˆ supppY q. Finally, for a random variable X : ΩÑ Rd and a Borel
measurable H : Rd Ñ R that is continuous on supppXq (with respect to the induced topology) it
holds that }HpXq}L8pΩ,F ,Pq “ supxPsupppXqHpxq.
2.3. Interpolation spaces. We will only consider Banach spaces over R. Let pE0, E1q be a couple
of Banach spaces such that E0 and E1 are continuously embedding into some topological Hausdorff
space X (pE0, E1q is called an interpolation couple). We equip E0 `E1 :“ tx “ x0 ` x1 : xi P Eiu
with the norm }x}E0`E1 :“ inft}x0}E0 `}x1}E1 : xi P Ei, x “ x0`x1u and E0XE1 with the norm
}x}E0XE1 :“ maxt}x}E0 , }x}E1u to get Banach spaces E0 X E1 Ď E0 ` E1. For x P E0 ` E1 and
v P p0,8q we define the K-functional
Kpv, x;E0, E1q :“ inft}x0}E0 ` v}x1}E1 : x “ x0 ` x1u.
Given pθ, qq P p0, 1q ˆ r1,8s we set
pE0, E1qθ,q :“
!
x P E0 ` E1 : }x}pE0,E1qθ,q :“
››v ÞÑ v´θKpv, x;E0, E1q››Lqpp0,8q, dvv q ă 8) .
We obtain a family of Banach spaces
`pE0, E1qθ,q, } ¨ }pE0,E1qθ,q˘ with the lexicographical ordering
pE0, E1qθ,q0 Ď pE0, E1qθ,q1 for all θ P p0, 1q and 1 ď q0 ă q1 ď 8,
and, under the additional assumption that E1 Ď E0 with }x}E0 ď c}x}E1 for some c ą 0,
pE0, E1qθ0,q0 Ď pE0, E1qθ1,q1 for all 0 ă θ1 ă θ0 ă 1 and q0, q1 P r1,8s.
Given a linear operator T : E0 ` E1 Ñ F0 ` F1 with T : Ei Ñ Fi for i “ 0, 1, we use that the real
interpolation method is an exact interpolation functor, i.e.
}T : pE0, E1qθ,q Ñ pF0, F1qθ,q} ď }T : E0 Ñ F0}θ}T : E1 Ñ F1}1´θ. (2.2)
For more information about the real interpolation method the reader is referred to [5, 7, 43]. Given
a Banach space E and pq, sq P r1,8sˆ R, we will use the Banach spaces
ℓsqpEq :“ tpxkq8k“0 Ď E : }pxkq8k“0}ℓsqpEq :“ }p2ks}xk}Eq8k“0}ℓq ă 8u
and the notation ℓqpEq :“ ℓ0qpEq. For q0, q1, q P r1,8s and s0, s1 P R with s0 ­“ s1, and θ P p0, 1q,
one has according to [7, Theorem 5.6.1] that
pℓs0q0 pEq, ℓs1q1 pEqqθ,q “ ℓsqpEq where s :“ p1´ θqs0 ` θs1 (2.3)
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and there is a c(2.4) ě 1 that depends at most on ps0, s1, q0, q1, θ, qq such that
} ¨ }ℓsqpEq „c(2.4) } ¨ }pℓs0q0 pEq,ℓs1q1 pEqqθ,q . (2.4)
2.4. Function spaces. We let BbpRq be the Banach space of bounded Borel functions f : RÑ R
with }f}BbpRq :“ supxPR |fpxq|, C0b pRq be the closed subspace of BbpRq of continuous functions
vanishing at zero, and C8b pRq Ď BbpRq the infinitely often differentiable functions such that the
derivatives satisfy f pkq P BbpRq, k ě 1. The space C1pRq consists of differentiable functions
with continuous derivative and C8pRq of the functions that are infinitely often differentiable. For
η P r0, 1s we use the Ho¨lder spaces
Ho¨lηpRq :“
"
f : RÑ R; |f |η :“ sup
´8ăxăyă8
|fpxq ´ fpyq|
|x´ y|η ă 8
*
,
Ho¨l0ηpRq :“ tf P Ho¨lηpRq : fp0q “ 0u,
Ho¨l0η,qpRq :“ pC0b pRq,Ho¨l01pRqqη,q for pη, qq P p0, 1q ˆ r1,8s.
Note that we can define the Banach space C0b pRq ` Ho¨l01pRq, so that pC0b pRq,Ho¨l01pRqq forms an
interpolation pair. If we use on C0b pRq the equivalent norm }f}0C0
b
pRq :“ supt|fpxq´fpyq| : x, y P Ru,
then 12}f}0C0
b
pRq ď }f}C0bpRq ď }f}0C0b pRq and build with this norm the interpolation spaces Ho¨l
0
η,qpRq
and denote the norms by }f}0Ho¨l0η,qpRq, then we get the ’translation invariance’ (useful later for us)
}f}0Ho¨l0η,qpRq “ }fpx` ¨q ´ fpxq}
0
Ho¨l0η,qpRq for all x P R.
By the reiteration theorem (see [7, Theorem 3.5.3] or [5, Theorem 5.2.4]) it follows
pHo¨l0η0,q0pRq,Ho¨l0η1,q1pRqqθ,q “ Ho¨l0η,qpRq (2.5)
for θ, η0, η1 P p0, 1q with η0 ­“ η1, q, q0, q1 P r1,8s, η :“ p1 ´ θqη0 ` θη1, where the norms are
equivalent up to a multiplicative constant. By the above definitions we obtain Banach space by
pHo¨l0ηpRq, | ¨ |ηq and for η P p0, 1q we have that Ho¨l0η,8pRq “ Ho¨l0ηpRq with equivalent norms up to a
multiplicative constant (a direct proof can be obtained by an adaptation of [33, Lemma A.3], see
also [43, Theorem 2.7.2/1]).
2.5. Stochastic basis. We fix a time horizon T P p0,8q, let pΩ,F ,Pq be a complete probability
space equipped with a right continuous filtration F “ pFtqtPr0,T s such that F0 is generated by the
P-null sets and F “ FT . For
I “ r0, T s or I “ r0, T q
we denote by CLpIq the set of F-adapted ca`dla`g (right continuous with left limits) processes Y “
pYtqtPI, by CL`pIq the sub-set of Y P CLpIq with Ytpωq ě 0 on IˆΩ, and by CL0pIq the sub-set of
Y P CLpIq with Y0 ” 0. For Y P CLpIq we use
(1) Y ˚ “ pY ˚t qtPI with Y ˚t “ supsPr0,ts |Ys|,
(2) ∆Y “ p∆YtqtPI with ∆Yt :“ Yt ´ Yt´, where Y0´ :“ Y0 and Yt´ :“ limsăt, sÒt Ys for t ą 0.
The collection of all stopping times ρ : Ω Ñ r0, ts is denoted by St. We write EGrXs for the
conditional expectation of X given G. The usual conditions imposed on F allow us to assume
that every martingale adapted to this filtration is ca`dla`g. Given a ca`dla`g L2-martingale X “
pXtqtPI, the sharp bracket process is denoted by xXy “ pxXytqtPI and the square bracket process
by rXs “ prXstqtPI (see [14, Chapter VII]). In particular, the process xXy “ pxXytqtPI is the unique
(up to indistinguishability) non-decreasing, predictable, ca`dla`g process with xXy0 ” 0 such that
pX2t ´ xXytqtPI is a martingale.
2.6. Bounded mean oscillation and regular weights. We use the following weighted BMO
spaces, where we agree about infH :“ 8 in this subsection.
Definition 2.1. Let p P p0,8q.
(1) For Y P CL0pIq and Φ P CL`pIq we let }Y }BMOΦp pIq :“ inf c, where the infimum is taken over
all c P r0,8q such that, for all t P I and ρ P St,
EFρr|Yt ´ Yρ´|ps ď cpΦpρ a.s. (2.6)
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(2) For Y P CL0pIq and Φ P CL`pIq we let }Y }bmoΦp pIq :“ inf c, where the infimum is taken over all
c P r0,8q such that, for all t P I and ρ P St,
EFρr|Yt ´ Yρ|ps ď cpΦpρ a.s. (2.7)
For }Y }Θ ă 8 we write Y P Θ with Θ P tBMOΦp pIq, bmoΦp pIqu. If Φ ” 1, then we use the notation
BMOppIq and bmoppIq, respectively.
If Y0 ” 0 is not necessarily satisfied, then we use the notation }Y ´ Y0}BMOΦpIq for }pYt ´
Y0qtPI}BMOΦpIq. If Y P CL0pIq has continuous paths a.s., then }Y }BMOΦp pIq “ }Y }bmoΦp pIq. The
theory of classical non-weighted BMO-martingales can be found in [14, Ch.VII] or [35, Ch.IV];
non-weighted bmo-martingales were mentioned in [14, Ch.VII, Remark 87] and used after that in
[11, 13]. The BMOΦp space was introduced and discussed in [20]. Some relations between bmo
Φ
p
and BMOΦp , that are necessary for us, are discussed in the appendix below. Next we recall (and
adapt) the class SMp, introduced in [20, Definition 3]:
Definition 2.2. For p P p0,8q and Φ P CL`pIq we let }Φ}SMppIq :“ inf c, where the infimum is
taken over all c P r1,8q such that for all stopping times ρ : ΩÑ I one has
EFρ
„
sup
ρďtPI
Φpt

ď cpΦpρ a.s.
If }Φ}SMppIq ă 8, then we write Φ P SMppIq.
By choosing ρ ” 0, Φ P SMppIq implies that E suptPIΦpt ă 8. Moreover, it follows directly from
the definition that SMppIq Ď SMrpIq whenever 0 ă r ď p ă 8. Simplifications in Definition 2.1
and Definition 2.2 and relations between the BMO- and bmo-spaces are recalled in Appendix A.
If p P p1,8q and Φ is a martingale, then Φ P CL`pIq is equivalent to the standard reverse Ho¨lder
condition EFarΦpt s ď dpΦpa a.s. for 0 ď a ď t ă T .
2.7. Uniform quantization and time-nets. For θ P p0, 1s we introduce the non-uniform time-
nets τθn “ ttθi,nuni“0 with
tθi,n :“ T ´ T
`
1´ i
n
˘ 1
θ (2.8)
for i “ 0, . . . , n, that are characterized by the uniform quantization property
θ
T θ
ż tθi,n
tθi´1,n
pT ´ uqθ´1du “ 1
n
for i “ 1, . . . , n.
We define the set of all deterministic time-nets
T :“ tτ “ ttiuni“0 : 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ T, n P Nu
and, for θ P p0, 1s and τ “ ttiuni“0 P T ,
}τ}θ :“ sup
i“1,...,n
ti ´ ti´1
pT ´ ti´1q1´θ .
Note that
}τθn}1 ď
T
θn
and }τθn}θ ď
T θ
θn
, (2.9)
and
ti ´ u
pT ´ uq1´θ ď
ti ´ ti´1
pT ´ ti´1q1´θ for u P rti´1, tis X r0, T q. (2.10)
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3. Riemann-Liouville type operators
Riemann-Liouville operators are a central object and tool in fractional calculus. It is natural
and useful to extend them to random frameworks. There are two principal approaches: Directly
translating the approach from fractional calculus, that uses Volterra kernels, leads to the notion
of fractional processes, in particular fractional martingales. In our setting one would take a ca`dla`g
process K and would consider
t ÞÑ
ż t
0
pt´ uqα´1Kudu.
This yields to an approach natural for path-wise fractional calculus of stochastic processes and is
used, for example, for Gaussian processes [26]. For our purpose we use the different approach
t ÞÑ
ż T
0
pT ´ uqα´1Ku^tdu
to define Iαt K in Definition 3.1 below. The idea behind the operator I
α is to remove or reduce
singularities of a ca`dla`g process pKtqtPr0,T q when t Ò T . As we see in Theorem 3.6 below, this
approach is the right one to handle fractional smoothness in the Malliavin sense and in the sense of
interpolation theory. One basic difference to the Volterra-kernel approach is that, starting with a
(sub-, super-) martingale ϕ, we again obtain a (sub-, super-) martingale Iαt ϕ. This second approach
was used in [23, Definition 4.2], [24, Section 4], and [2], and relates to fractional integral transforms
of martingales (see, for example, [3]). This corresponds to equation (3.3) of our Proposition 3.8.
Definition 3.1. For α ą 0 and a ca`dla`g function K : r0, T q Ñ R we define IαK :“ pIαt KqtPr0,T q
by
Iαt K :“
α
Tα
ż T
0
pT ´ uqα´1Ku^tdu.
Moreover, for α “ 0 we let I0tK :“ Kt.
The ca`dla`g property implies the boundedness of K on any compact interval of r0, T q. Therefore,
IαK is well-defined and ca`dla`g on r0, T q. The above definition can be re-formulated in terms of
the classical Riemann-Liouville operator Rαa pfq :“ 1Γpαq
şa
0
pa´ uqα´1fpuqdu by
RαT pKptqq “
Tα
Γpα` 1qI
α
t K with K
ptq
u :“ Ku^t
where we compute the Riemann-Liouville operator, applied to the function u ÞÑ Kptqu , at a “ T . We
use a different normalisation as we want to interpret the kernel in the Riemann-Liouville integral
as density of a probability measure. It follows directly from the definition that we have, for α ě 0,
Iαt K “
α
Tα
ż t
0
pT ´ uqα´1Kudu`
ˆ
T ´ t
T
˙α
Kt. (3.1)
In the following we only need IαK for α ě 0. However, to derive an inversion formula we extend
the definition to the case α ă 0 and prove that there is a group structure behind:
Proposition 3.2. Define for α ă 0, a ca`dla`g function K : r0, T q Ñ R, and t P r0, T q, Iαt K by
formula (3.1). Then
(1) Iαt pIβ¨ Kq “ Iα`βt K for all α, β P R,
(2) I´αt pIα¨ Kq “ Kt for all α P R.
Proof. As (2) follows from (1), we only need to check (1). Here we get that
Iαt pIβKq “
α
Tα
ż t
0
pT ´ uqα´1IβuKdu`
ˆ
T ´ t
T
˙α
I
β
t K
“ α
Tα
ż t
0
pT ´ uqα´1
˜
β
T β
ż u
0
pT ´ vqβ´1Kvdv `
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙β
Ku
¸
du
`
ˆ
T ´ t
T
˙α˜
β
T β
ż t
0
pT ´ uqβ´1Kudu`
ˆ
T ´ t
T
˙β
Kt
¸
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“ αβ
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ uqα´1
ż u
0
pT ´ vqβ´1Kvdvdu` α
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ uqα`β´1Kudu
` βpT ´ tq
α
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ uqβ´1Kudu`
ˆ
T ´ t
T
˙α`β
Kt
“ β
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ vqβ´1Kv ppT ´ vqα ´ pT ´ tqαqdv ` α
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ uqα`β´1Kudu
` βpT ´ tq
α
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ uqβ´1Kudu`
ˆ
T ´ t
T
˙α`β
Kt
“ β
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ vqα`β´1Kvdv ´ βpT ´ tq
α
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ vqβ´1Kvdv
` α
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ uqα`β´1Kudu ` βpT ´ tq
α
Tα`β
ż t
0
pT ´ uqβ´1Kudu`
ˆ
T ´ t
T
˙α`β
Kt
“ Iα`βt K. 
We continue with some more structural properties:
Proposition 3.3. For a ca`dla`g function K : r0, T q Ñ R and t P r0, T q one has:
(1) limαÓ0 Iαt K “ Kt.
(2) limαÒ8 Iαt K “ K0.
(3) ∆Iαt K “
`
T´t
T
˘α
∆Kt for α P R.
Proof. (1) and (3) follow from (3.1), and (2) from the ca`dla`g property of K. 
The particular case that the function K is a path of a ca`dla`g martingale ϕ is of our interest.
The following statement is obvious, but useful:
Proposition 3.4. If α ě 0 and ϕ “ pϕqtPr0,T q is a ca`dla`g martingale (ca`dla`g super-, or sub-
martingale), then pIαt ϕqtPr0,T q is a ca`dla`g martingale (ca`dla`g super-, or sub-martingale).
The following functional rϕ; τ s measures the oscillation of a martingale along a time-net in terms
of an area and can be considered as a square function. Besides this functional occurs in various
approximation problems for stochastic integrals, the functional is particularly designed to deal
with martingales non-closable in a certain sense. In Theorem 3.6 we characterize by the behaviour
of this functional the degree of singularity of a martingale not closable in L2. Moreover, under a
certain regularity of the martingale we prove in Proposition 3.9 that this functional converges to
a classical square function as the time-nets refine.
Definition 3.5. For a deterministic time-net τ “ ttiuni“0, 0 “ t0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ T , a P r0, T q, and a
ca`dla`g process ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q we let
rϕ; τ sa :“
ż a
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du P r0,8q.
Moreover, we define rϕ; τ sT :“ limaÒT rϕ; τ sa P r0,8s.
Now we give in Theorem 3.6 a first link between the Riemann-Liouville type operators Iαt ,
real interpolation, and the square function rϕ; τ s. To do this as simple as possible, we replace a
martingale ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q by its discrete time version
ϕd :“ pϕtkq8k“0 with tk :“ T
ˆ
1´ 1
2k
˙
.
For the vector-valued interpolation we use H :“ L2pΩ,F ,Pq and the end-point spaces
ϕd P ℓ´ 122 pHq ðñ
ż T
0
}ϕt}2L2dt ă 8,
ϕd P ℓ8pHq ðñ }ϕd}ℓ8pHq “ sup
tPr0,T q
}ϕt}L2 ă 8,
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where the first equivalence follows from (3.6) below and the spaces ℓsqpHq and ℓ8pHq were intro-
duced in Section 2.3. The first condition,
şT
0 }ϕt}2L2dt ă 8, is a typical condition on martingales
that appear as gradient processes. The other end-point, suptPr0,T q }ϕt}L2 ă 8, consists of the
martingales ϕ that are closable in L2. We will interpolate between these two end-points by the
real interpolation method:
Theorem 3.6. For θ P p0, 1q, α :“ 1´θ2 , and a ca`dla`g martingale ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q Ď L2 the
following assertions are equivalent:
(1) ϕd P pℓ´ 122 pHq, ℓ8pHqqθ,2.
(2) pIαt ϕqtPr0,T q is closable in L2.
(3) There is a c ą 0 such that Erϕ; τ sT ď c}τ}θ for all τ P T .
Before we prove Theorem 3.6 let us comment on it:
Remark 3.7. From Item (2) we get for all ε ą 0 a tpεq P r0, T q such that for s P rtpεq, T q one has
E sup
tPrs,T q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
s
pϕu^t ´ ϕsqpT ´ uqα´1 α
Tα
du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ă ε. (3.2)
Without the supremum the left-hand side is equal to E|Iαt ϕ´ Iαs ϕ|2, the statement including the
supremum follows from Doob’s maximal inequality. The convergence in (3.2) is the replacement
of the L2- and a.s. convergence of ϕ in the case ϕ would be closable in L2.
For the proof of Theorem 3.6 and later in the article we need the following Proposition 3.8.
We remark that Proposition 3.2(1) for α, β ě 0 can be also understood from equation (3.3) of
Proposition 3.8 in the martingale setting.
Proposition 3.8. For α ą 0, a ca`dla`g martingale ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q Ď L2 and 0 ď a ă t ă T one
has, a.s.,
Iαt ϕ “ ϕ0 `
ż
p0,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙α
dϕu, (3.3)
EFa
”
|Iαt ϕ´ Iαa ϕ|2
ı
“ 2αEFa
«ż T
a
|ϕu^t ´ ϕa|2
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙2α´1
du
T
ff
, (3.4)
EFa
”
|Iαt ϕ´ Iαa ϕ|2
ı
`
ˆ
T ´ a
T
˙2α
|ϕa|2 “ 2αEFa
«ż T
a
|ϕu^t|2
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙2α´1
du
T
ff
. (3.5)
Proof. (3.3) We apply partial integration to
´`
T´t
T
˘α
ϕt
¯
tPr0,T q
and obtain, for t P r0, T q, thatˆ
T ´ t
T
˙α
ϕt “
ˆ
T ´ 0
T
˙α
ϕ0 `
ż
p0,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙α
dϕu ´ α
Tα
ż
p0,ts
pT ´ uqα´1ϕudu a.s.
Taking the last term to the left side, we obtain (3.3). For (3.4) we use Itoˆ’s isometry to get, a.s.,
EFa
”
|Iαt ϕ´ Iαa ϕ|2
ı
“ EFa
«ż
pa,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙2α
drϕsu
ff
“ 1
2αT 2α
EFa
«ż
pa,ts
ż
ru,T q
pT ´ vq2α´1dvdrϕsu
ff
“ 1
2αT 2α
EFa
«ż
pa,T q
ż
pa,v^ts
drϕsupT ´ vq2α´1dv
ff
“ 1
2αT 2α
EFa
«ż
pa,T q
|ϕv^t ´ ϕa|2pT ´ vq2α´1dv
ff
.
(3.5) follows directly from (3.4) and the orthogonality of ϕu^t ´ ϕa and ϕa. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.6. Because p}ϕtk}Hq8k“0 is non-decreasing we observe for s P R that
}pϕtkq8k“0}2ℓs2pHq
2T 2s
“
8ÿ
k“0
pT ´ tkq´1´2sptk`1 ´ tkq}ϕtk}2H „cT,s
ż T
0
pT ´ tq´1´2s}ϕt}2Hdt (3.6)
for some cT,s ě 1. For s :“ p1 ´ θq
`´ 12˘ ` θ0 (so that ´1 ´ 2s “ ´θ) we use Proposition 3.8
(equation (3.5)) with a “ 0 to getż T
0
pT ´ tq´θ}ϕt}2Hdt “ sup
tPr0,T q
T 2α
2α
Er|Iαt ϕ´ ϕ0|2 ` |ϕ0|2s “ sup
tPr0,T q
T 2α
2α
E|Iαt ϕ|2.
Now the equivalence (1) ô (2) follows from (2.3) and (3.6). The equivalence (2) ô (3) follows
from Theorem 4.7, equation (4.5), applied to M :“ ϕ, σ ” 1, a :“ 0, and G :“ tH,Ωu. 
We close this section with the connection between the square function rI 1´θ2 ϕs and rϕ; τθns:
Proposition 3.9. Let θ P p0, 1s and ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q be a path-wise continuous martingale such that
we can choose drϕst “ Ktdt on r0, T q ˆ Ω, where pKtqtPr0,T q is continuous, adapted, and satisfies
Ca :“ suppω,tqPΩˆr0,as |Ktpωq| ă 8 for all a P r0, T q. Then, with the time-nets τθn from (2.8), one
has
2θ
T
lim
n
ˆ
n rϕ; τθnsa
˙
“
”
I
1´θ
2 ϕ
ı
a
in Lp for all pp, aq P p0,8q ˆ r0, T q.
Proof. Let τ “ ttiuni“0 P T , a P r0, T q, si :“ ti ^ a, and define M0 ” 0 and, for i “ 1, . . . n,
dMi :“
ż
psi´1,sis
|ϕu ´ ϕsi´1 |2du´
ż
psi´1,sis
psi ´ uqdrϕsu.
We obtain a martingale difference sequence pdMiqni“1 Ď L2 with respect to pFsiqni“0. It is sufficient
to consider p P r2,8q. By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities (with constant βp ą 0) and
exploiting (2.1) we get
1
βp
››››› nÿ
i“1
dMi
›››››
Lp
ď
˜
nÿ
i“1
}dMi}2Lp
¸ 1
2
ď
¨˝
nÿ
i“1
›››››
ż
psi´1,sis
|ϕu ´ ϕsi´1 |2du
›››››
2
Lp
‚˛12 `
¨˝
nÿ
i“1
›››››
ż
psi´1,sis
psi ´ uqdrϕsu
›››››
2
Lp
‚˛12
ď
¨˝
nÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
psi´1,sis
}ϕu ´ ϕsi´1}2L2pdu
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2‚˛12 `
¨˝
nÿ
i“1
›››››
ż
psi´1,sis
psi ´ uqdrϕsu
›››››
2
Lp
‚˛12
ď
˜
nÿ
i“1
}ϕsi ´ ϕsi´1}4L2p |si ´ si´1|2
¸ 1
2
`
˜
nÿ
i“1
››rϕssi ´ rϕssi´1››2Lp |si ´ si´1|2
¸ 1
2
ď pβ22p ` 1q
˜
nÿ
i“1
››rϕssi ´ rϕssi´1››2Lp |si ´ si´1|2
¸ 1
2
.
Using }rϕssi ´ rϕssi´1}Lp ď Ca|si ´ si´1|, this implies
2θn
››››› nÿ
i“1
dMi
›››››
Lp
ď 2θβppβ22p ` 1qCa
?
T
„
n sup
i“1,...,n
|si ´ si´1| 32

and
lim
nÑ8
2θn
›››››rϕ; τθnsa ´
ż
p0,as
puτθn ´ uqdrϕsu
›››››
Lp
“ 0
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with uτθn :“ tθi,n for u P ptθi´1,n, tθi,ns (here we use the boundedness assumptions on pKtqtPr0,T q to
replace tθi,n ^ a by tθi,n). At the same time we have
lim
nÑ8
›››››2θnT
ż
p0,as
puτθn ´ uqdrϕsu ´
ż
p0,as
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙1´θ
drϕsu
›››››
Lp
“ 0
which proves our statement. Regarding the last limit, we first observe that 2θn
T
ş
p0,aspuτθn´uqdrϕsu
converges point-wise to
ş
p0,as
`
T´u
T
˘1´θ
drϕsu as drϕstpωq “ Ktpωqdt and t ÞÑ Ktpωq is continuous
and because the measures µn,θ on Bpr0, T qqwith µn,θpduq :“
”
2θn
T
řn
i“1 1ptθi´1,n,tθi,nspuqpuτθn ´ uq
ı
du
converges weakly to µθpduq :“
`
T´u
T
˘1´θ
du on each interval r0, as Ă r0, T q (one has limn µn,θpr0, asq
“ µθpr0, asq for a P r0, T q which follows from limn µn,θpr0, asq “ limn θnT
ř
iě1:tθi,nďapt
θ
i,n ´ tθi´1,nq2
and tθi,n ´ tθi´1,n “ T
θ
nθ
pT ´ ξθn,iq1´θ for some ξθn,i P rtθi´1,n, tθi,ns). To apply dominated convergence
in order to get the Lp-limit we use n
ş
p0,aspuτθn ´ uqdrϕsu ď aCan}τθn}1 ď aCaT {θ (see (2.9)). 
4. Riemann-Liouville type operators and approximation
Various Lp-approximation problems in stochastic integration theory can be translated by the
Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities into problems about quadratic variation processes. In the
special case of L2-approximations this is particularly useful as there is a chance to turn the ap-
proximation problem into -in a sense- more deterministic problem by Fubini’s theorem when the
interchange of the integration in time and in ω is possible. When p ­“ 2 this does not work (at least)
in this straight way, see for example [24]. However, passing from global L2-estimates to weighted
local L2-estimates, i.e. weighted bounded mean oscillation estimates, and exploiting a weighted
John-Nirenberg type theorem, gives a natural approach to Lp- and exponential estimates.
Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 below are the key to exploit these local L2-estimates in our
article later. It turned out that one can naturally formulate these theorems in the general setting
of random measures pΠ,Υq. Later, the measure Π will describe the quadratic variation of the
driving process of the stochastic integral to be approximated and Υ will describe some kind of
curvature of the stochastic integral. For this one needs a replacement of orthogonality. For us, this
replacement is the relation given in (4.1) below.
So let us start by introducing the random measures and the quasi-orthogonality where we use
extended conditional expectations for non-negative random variables.
Assumption 4.1. We assume random measures
Π,Υ: Ωˆ Bpp0, T qq Ñ r0,8s,
a progressively measurable process pϕtqtPr0,T q, and a constant κ ě 1, such that
Πpω, p0, bsq `Υpω, p0, bsq ` sup
tPr0,bs
|ϕtpωq| ă 8
for pω, bq P Ωˆ p0, T q and such that, for 0 ď s ď a ă b ă T ,
EFa
«ż
pa,bs
|ϕu ´ ϕs|2Πp¨, duq
ff
„κ EFa
«
|ϕa ´ ϕs|2Πp¨, pa, bsq `
ż
pa,bs
pb ´ uqΥp¨, duq
ff
a.s. (4.1)
When (4.1) holds with ĺκ, then we denote the inequality by (4.1)
ď, in case of ľκ, by (4.1)
ě.
To simplify the notation in some situations we extend Π and Υ to Π,Υ: ΩˆBpp0, T sq Ñ r0,8s
by Πpω, tT uq “ Υpω, tT uq “ 0 for all ω P Ω.
Definition 4.2. Under the Assumption 4.1 we define for τ “ ttiuni“0 P T the non-negative, non-
decreasing, and ca`dla`g process rϕ; τ sπ “ prϕ; τ sπaqaPr0,T q by
rϕ; τ sπa :“
ż
p0,as
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
Πp¨, duq P r0,8q
and let rϕ; τ sπT :“ limaÒT rϕ; τ sπa P r0,8s.
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The next two statements, Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, develop further ideas from [22, Lemma 3.8] and
[24, Lemma 5.6] to a general conditional setting using random measures we exploit in the sequel.
For τ “ ttiuni“0 P T and a P rtk´1, tkq we let
apτq :“ tk´1 and apτq :“ tk.
Theorem 4.3 (Upper bound). Suppose Assumption 4.1 with (4.1)
ď
. If pθ, aq P p0, 1s ˆ r0, T q,
τ P T , and pa, as :“ papτq, apτqs, then
EFarrϕ; τ sπT ´ rϕ; τ sπa s
}τ}θ ď κ
$&%E
Fa
”ş
pa,T qpT ´ uq1´θΥp¨, duq ` pT´aq
1´θ
a´a |ϕa ´ ϕa|2Πp¨, pa, asq
ı
EFa
”ş
pa,T qpT ´ uq1´θΥp¨, duq
ı
if a P τ
a.s.
Theorem 4.4 (Lower bounds). Suppose Assumption 4.1 with (4.1)ě and pθ, aq P p0, 1s ˆ r0, T q.
(1) If τ P T , pa, as :“ papτq, apτqs, and }τ}θ “ a´apT´aq1´θ , then
EFarrϕ; τ sπa ´ rϕ; τ sπa s
}τ}θ ě
1
κ
EFa
„ pT ´ aq1´θ
a´ a |ϕa ´ ϕa|
2Πp¨, pa, asq

a.s.
(2) There exists τn P T , n P N, with a P τn and limn }τn}θ “ 0 such that
lim inf
n
EFarrϕ; τnsπT ´ rϕ; τnsπa s
}τn}θ ě
1
κ2
1
θ
`2E
Fa
«ż
pa,T q
pT ´ uq1´θΥp¨, duq
ff
a.s.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. To simplify the notation we set ϕT :“ 0. It is obvious that we only need to
show the first inequality. For τ “ ttiuni“0 P T , ptk´1, tks “ papτq, apτqs, and si :“ ti _ a one has,
a.s.,
EFa
»–ż
pa,T s
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
Πp¨, duq
fifl
“ EFa
«ż
pa,tks
ˇˇ
ϕu ´ ϕtk´1
ˇˇ2
Πp¨, duq `
nÿ
i“k`1
ż
pti´1,tis
ˇˇ
ϕu ´ ϕti´1
ˇˇ2
Πp¨, duq
ff
ď κEFa
«ˇˇ
ϕa ´ ϕtk´1
ˇˇ2
Πp¨, pa, tksq `
nÿ
i“k
ż
psi´1,sis
psi ´ uqΥp¨, duq
ff
ď κEFa
«
tk ´ tk´1
pT ´ tk´1q1´θ
ˇˇ
ϕa ´ ϕtk´1
ˇˇ2 pT ´ tk´1q1´θ
tk ´ tk´1 Πp¨, pa, tksq
`
nÿ
i“k
ż
psi´1,sis
si ´ u
pT ´ uq1´θ pT ´ uq
1´θΥp¨, duq
ff
ď κ}τ}θEFa
«ˇˇ
ϕa ´ ϕtk´1
ˇˇ2 pT ´ tk´1q1´θ
tk ´ tk´1 Πp¨, pa, tksq `
ż
pa,T q
pT ´ uq1´θΥp¨, duq
ff
where we use (2.10). 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. (1) Beginning the proof as for Theorem 4.3 with ptk´1, tks “ papτq, apτqs,
we get, a.s.,
EFa
»–ż
pa,tks
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
Πp¨, duq
fifl “ EFa«ż
pa,tks
ˇˇ
ϕu ´ ϕtk´1
ˇˇ2
Πp¨, duq
ff
ě 1
κ
EFa
”ˇˇ
ϕa ´ ϕtk´1
ˇˇ2
Πp¨, pa, tksq
ı
.
Dividing by }τ}θ “ tk´tk´1pT´tk´1q1´θ we obtain the desired statement.
(2) We partition the interval ra, T s with
u
θ,a
i,n :“ a` pT ´ aq
”
1´ `1´ i
n
˘ 1
θ
ı
, i “ 0, . . . , n,
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r
θ,a
i,n :“ a` pT ´ aq
”
1´ `1´ 2i´12n ˘ 1θ ı , i “ 1, . . . , n,
and add rθ,a0,n :“ a and rθ,an`1,n :“ T . Choosing for both nets the remaining time-knots on r0, as fine
enough, we obtain nets τθ,an and rτθ,an satisfying
}τθ,an }θ “ sup
i“1,...,n
u
θ,a
i,n ´ uθ,ai´1,n
pT ´ uθ,ai´1,nq1´θ
and }rτθ,an }θ “ sup
i“0,1,...,n
r
θ,a
i`1,n ´ rθ,ai,n
pT ´ rθ,ai,n q1´θ
.
By a computation, we have for i “ 1, . . . , n and u P puθ,ai´1,n, rθ,ai,n s that
pT ´ aqθ
θ2
1
θ
`1n
ď u
θ,a
i,n ´ rθ,ai,n
pT ´ rθ,ai,n q1´θ
ď u
θ,a
i,n ´ u
pT ´ uq1´θ ď
u
θ,a
i,n ´ uθ,ai´1,n
pT ´ uθ,ai´1,nq1´θ
ď pT ´ aq
θ
θn
, (4.2)
and for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1 and u P prθ,ai,n , uθ,ai,n s that
pT ´ aqθ
θ2
1
θ
`1n
ď r
θ,a
i`1,n ´ uθ,ai,n
pT ´ uθ,ai,nq1´θ
ď r
θ,a
i`1,n ´ u
pT ´ uq1´θ ď
r
θ,a
i`1,n ´ rθ,ai,n
pT ´ rθ,ai,n q1´θ
ď pT ´ aq
θ
θn
, (4.3)
where the last inequality holds for i P t0, nu as well. By the above relations we obtain, a.s.,
EFa
«ż
pa,rθ,an,ns
pT ´ uq1´θΥp¨, duq
ff
“
nÿ
i“1
EFa
«ż
puθ,a
i´1,n, r
θ,a
i,n s
pT ´ uq1´θΥp¨, duq
ff
`
n´1ÿ
i“1
EFa
«ż
prθ,ai,n , uθ,ai,n s
pT ´ uq1´θΥp¨, duq
ff
ď θ2
1
θ
`1n
pT ´ aqθ
«
nÿ
i“1
EFa
«ż
puθ,ai´1,n, rθ,ai,n s
puθ,ai,n ´ uqΥp¨, duq
ff
`
n´1ÿ
i“1
EFa
«ż
prθ,ai,n , uθ,ai,n s
prθ,ai`1,n ´ uqΥp¨, duq
ffff
ď pκ2 1θ`1qEFa
«
rϕ; τθ,an sπT ´ rϕ; τθ,an sπa
}τθ,an }θ
` rϕ; rτθ,an sπT ´ rϕ; rτθ,an sπa}rτθ,an }θ
ff
,
where for the last inequality we first use (4.1), that gives the factor κ, and then (4.2) and (4.3) that
give }τa,θn }θ ď ppT ´ aqθq{pθnq and }rτa,θn }θ ď ppT ´ aqθq{pθnq. For each n we choose the time-net
that gives the larger quotient and obtain the desired nets. To obtain the final statement we observe
that rθ,an,n Ò T . 
Now we specialize Assumption 4.1 to the settings that will be used in Sections 6 and 8:
Assumption 4.5. We assume that there are
(1) a positive continuous and adapted process pσtqtPr0,T s such that σ˚T P L2 and such that
there is a cσ ě 1 with
EFa
«
1
b´ a
ż b
a
σ2udu
ff
„cσ σ2a for all 0 ď a ă b ď T,
(2) a square integrable martingale M “ pMtqtPr0,T q with M0 ” 0,
(3) a ϕ P CLpr0, T qq with E supuPra,T s |ϕaσu|2 ă 8 for all a P r0, T q,
(4) let Πpω, duq :“ σ2upωqdu and Υpω, duq :“ dxMyupωq for u P r0, T q, where xMy is the
conditional square-function (see Section 2.5),
(5) assume that (4.1) is satisfied, and
(6) let rϕ; τ sσ :“ rϕ; τ sπ.
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Remark 4.6. Assumption 4.5, the equality
EFa
«ż
pa,bs
|Mu ´Ma|2du
ff
“ EFa
«ż
pa,bs
pb ´ uqdxMyu
ff
a.s.
for 0 ď a ă b ă T yield, for 0 ď s ď a ă b ă T and with κ1 :“ κcσ, to
EFa
«ż b
a
|ϕu ´ ϕs|2 σ2udu
ff
„κ1 pb´ aq |ϕa ´ ϕs|2 σ2a ` EFa
«ż b
a
|Mu ´Ma|2du
ff
a.s. (4.4)
From Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 we immediately deduce:
Theorem 4.7. Assume Assumption 4.5, pθ, aq P p0, 1s ˆ r0, T q, and a σ-algebra G Ď Fa. Then
there are constants c(4.5), c(4.6) ě 1 depending at most on pθ, κ, cσq such that one has, a.s.,
ess sup
τPT ,τQa
EGrrϕ; τ sσT ´ rϕ; τ sσa s
}τ}θ „c(4.5) E
G
”
sup
tPra,T q
|I
1´θ
2
t M ´ I
1´θ
2
a M |2
ı
, (4.5)
ess sup
τPT
EFarrϕ; τ sσT ´ rϕ; τ sσa s
}τ}θ „c(4.6) E
Fa
”
sup
tPra,T q
|I
1´θ
2
t M ´ I
1´θ
2
a M |2
ı`
sup
sPr0,as
T ´ a
pT ´ sqθ |ϕa ´ ϕs|
2σ2a.
(4.6)
In order to prove Theorem 3.6 the inequality (4.5) is formulated for a more general σ-algebra
G. In (4.6) such a formulation is not necessary for us.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Relation (4.6): For 0 ď a ď a ă a ď T Assumption 4.5 implies that
EFa
„ pT ´ aq1´θ
a´ a |ϕa ´ ϕa|
2Πp¨, pa, asq

„cσ |ϕa ´ ϕa|2
pT ´ aq1´θ
a´ a σ
2
apa´ aq a.s.
Maximizing the right-hand side over a gives pT´aqpT´aqθ |ϕa´ϕa|2σ2a a.s. Moreover, by Proposition 3.8,
equation (3.3), we have, a.s.,
EFa
„ˇˇˇ
I
1´θ
2
t M ´ I
1´θ
2
a M
ˇˇˇ2
“ EFa
«ż
pa,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙1´θ
drM su
ff
“ EFa
«ż
pa,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙1´θ
dxMyu
ff
for 0 ď a ă t ă T so that
EFa
«
sup
tPra,T q
ˇˇˇ
I
1´θ
2
t M ´ I
1´θ
2
a M
ˇˇˇ2ff
„4 EFa
«ż
pa,T q
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙1´θ
dxMyu
ff
by Doob’s maximal inequality. Now we use Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4. Relation (4.5) for
G “ Fa follows again from Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4. In the case of G Ĺ Fa we argue as
follows: let c(4.5) ě 1 be the constant in (4.5) for Fa, then we get
EGrrϕ; τ sσT ´ rϕ; τ sσa s
}τ}θ ď c(4.5)E
G
”
sup
tPra,T q
|I
1´θ
2
t M ´ I
1´θ
2
a M |2
ı
as well for all τ with a P τ which implies the general inequality ď in (4.5). Regarding the remaining
inequality we choose the time-nets from Theorem 4.4(2) to get by Fatou’s lemma that, a.s.,
EG
”
sup
tPra,T q
|I
1´θ
2
t M ´ I
1´θ
2
a M |2
ı
ď κ2 1θ`2EG
„
lim inf
n
EFa
„ rϕ; τnsσT ´ rϕ; τnsσa
}τn}θ

ď κ2 1θ`2 lim inf
n
EG
„
EFa
„ rϕ; τnsσT ´ rϕ; τnsσa
}τn}θ

“ κ2 1θ`2 lim inf
n
EG
„ rϕ; τnsσT ´ rϕ; τnsσa
}τn}θ

. 
The next theorem gives a complete characterization of }rϕ; τ sσ}
BMOΦ
2
1 pr0,T qq ď c
2}τ}θ:
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Theorem 4.8. Assume that Assumption 4.5 is satisfied. Then for θ P p0, 1s and Φ P CL`pr0, T qq
the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) One has I
1´θ
2 M P bmoΦ2 pr0, T qq and there is a c(4.7) ą 0 such that one has
|ϕa ´ ϕs| ď c(4.7)
pT ´ sq θ2
pT ´ aq 12
Φa
σa
for 0 ď s ă a ă T a.s. (4.7)
(2) There is a constant c(4.8) ą 0 such that, for all time-nets τ P T ,
}rϕ; τ sσ}
BMOΦ
2
1 pr0,T qq ď c
2
(4.8)}τ}θ. (4.8)
If Φ “ pσtΨtqtPr0,T q, where Ψ P CL`pr0, T qq is non-decreasing, then (4.7) is equivalent to the
existence of c(4.9), c(4.10) ą 0 such that
|ϕa ´ ϕ0| ď c(4.9)pT ´ aq
θ´1
2 Ψa for 0 ď a ă T a.s. if θ P p0, 1q, (4.9)
|ϕa ´ ϕs| ď c(4.10)
ˆ
1` log T ´ s
T ´ a
˙
Ψa for 0 ď s ă a ă T a.s. if θ “ 1. (4.10)
Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) follows directly from the second equivalence in Theorem 4.7
and Proposition A.4. The equivalence between (4.7) and (4.9)-(4.10) follows from Lemma C.1 be-
low. 
5. Oscillation of stochastic processes and lower bounds
In this section we consider lower bounds for the oscillation of stochastic processes and use them
in Section 6 (Case (C1)) and Section 8. As such, the approach is intended for stochastic processes
pϕtqtPr0,T q Ď L8 with a blow-up of }ϕt}L8 if t Ò T . This is a typical case for the gradient processes
we consider. The quantities, we are interested in, concern the degree of the oscillation of the
process measured in L8, here denoted by Osctpϕq and Osctpϕq. In order to get lower bounds
for these oscillatory quantities, we use the concept of maximal oscillation. The above mentioned
concepts are introduced in Definition 5.1 below. The maximal oscillation is verified in Example 5.5
and Example 5.6 below. The application to rϕ; τ s is given in Theorem 5.7. Example 5.5 and
Theorem 5.7 will be used in Section 6, and Example 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 will be used in the Le´vy
case in Section 8. Let us start to introduce our concept:
Definition 5.1. If ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q is a stochastic process and t P p0, T q, then we let
Osctpϕq :“ inf
sPr0,tq
}ϕt ´ ϕs}L8 P r0,8s and Osctpϕq :“ inf
sPr0,tq
sup
uPrs,ts
}ϕt ´ ϕu}L8 P r0,8s.
The process is called of maximal oscillation with constant c ě 1 if for all t P p0, T q one has
Osctpϕq ě
1
c
}ϕt ´ ϕ0}L8 .
If both sides equals infinity, then we use c “ 1 (however, this case is not of relevance for us).
Lemma 5.2. For a stochastic process ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q the following holds:
(1) One has Osctpϕq ď Osctpϕq for t P p0, T q.
(2) One has Osctpϕq ď 2Osctpϕq for t P p0, T q if ϕ is a martingale.
(3) If ϕa ” 1QXr0.T qpaq for a P r0, T q, then 0 “ Osctpϕq ă Osctpϕq “ 1 for all t P p0, T q.
Proof. (1) follows from the definition. (2) If ϕ is a martingale and 0 ď s ă t ă T , then we have
sup
uPrs,ts
}ϕt ´ ϕu}L8 ď }ϕt ´ ϕs}L8 ` sup
uPrs,ts
}ϕu ´ ϕs}L8 ď 2}ϕt ´ ϕs}L8 .
Taking the infimum on both sides over s P r0, tq yields the assertion. Item (3) is obvious. 
Remark 5.3. In the sequel we do not need the following two statements, so that we state them
without proof:
(1) It is possible to construct examples such that for a given c P r1,8q the constant c is optimal
in the definition of maximal oscillation.
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(2) Again by examples one can see that the constant 2 in Lemma 5.2(2) is optimal.
To verify a maximal oscillation we make use of the following observation:
Lemma 5.4. Assume two random variables A,B : Ω Ñ R on pΩ,F ,Pq. Assume a probability
measure such that EQ|B| ă 8 and EQB “ 0. Then
}B ´A}L8pPq ě inf
aPR
}B ´ a}L8pPq implies }B ´A}L8pPq ě
1
2
}B}L8pPq.
Proof. We may assume that }B ´ A}L8pPq ă 8, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Because of
our assumption, for all ε ą 0 there is an aε P R such that we have
}B´A}L8pPq ě }B}L8pPq´|aε|´ε and }B´A}L8pPq ě EQ|B´aε|´ε ě |EQB´aε|´ε “ |aε|´ε.
The combination of the inequalities implies
}B ´A}L8pPq ě }B}L8pPq ´ |aε| ´ ε ě }B}L8pPq ´ }B ´A}L8pPq ´ 2ε
so that 2}B ´A}L8pPq ě }B}L8pPq ´ 2ε. By ε Ó 0 we get our statement. 
Now we consider two examples relevant for us:
Example 5.5 (Markov type processes, Section 6). Let pYtqtPr0,T s be a process with values in RY ,
where RY “ R or RY “ p0,8q, and Y0 ” y0 P RY . Assume continuous transition densities
ΓY : tps, tq : 0 ď s ă t ď T u ˆRY ˆRY Ñ p0,8q such that
PpYt P B|σpYsqq “
ż
B
ΓY ps, t;Ys, yqdy a.s. (5.1)
for B P BpRY q and 0 ď s ă t ď T . Then, for 0 ă s ă t ď T and continuous H, H˜ : RY Ñ R, one
has
}HpYtq ´ H˜pYsq}L8 ě }HpYtq ´ H˜py0q}L8 .
This follows from the fact that the density Ds,t : RY ˆRY Ñ r0,8q of lawpYs, Ytq with respect
to the Lebesgue measure λb λ|RY ˆRY is the positive and continuous function
Ds,tpy1, y2q :“ ΓY p0, s; y0, y1qΓY ps, t; y1, y2q.
Consequently, if there is a probability measure Q ! P and if for all t P r0, T q one has that
Hpt, ¨q : RY Ñ R is continuous, EQ|Hpt, Ytq| ă 8, and EQpHpt, Ytq´Hp0, y0qq “ 0, then pHpt, Ytq´
Hp0, y0qqtPr0,T q is of maximal oscillation with constant 2 according to Lemma 5.4.
Example 5.6 (Le´vy processes, Section 8). Let pXtqtPr0,T s, Xt : Ω Ñ R, be a Le´vy process. By
[38, Theorem 61.2] there are ℓ P R and a closed non-empty Q Ď R such that 0 P Q, Q ` Q “ Q,
and supppXtq “ Q ` ℓt for t P p0, T s. Define
Yt :“ pXt ´ ℓtq1tXtPsupppXtqu
so that YtpΩq Ď Q and supppYtq “ Q for all t P p0, T s. Let 0 ă s ă t ď T and H, H˜ : Q Ñ R be
continuous on Q . Then
}HpYtq ´ H˜pYsq}L8 ě }HpYtq ´ H˜p0q}L8 .
This can be seen from
}HpYtq ´ H˜pYsq}L8 “ }HpYs ` pYt ´ Ysqq ´ H˜pYsq}L8 “ sup
y,y1PQ
|Hpy1 ` yq ´ H˜py1q|
ě sup
yPQ
|Hpyq ´ H˜p0q| “ }HpYtq ´ H˜p0q}L8 .
Consequently, if there is a probability measure Q ! P and if for all t P r0, T q one has that
Hpt, ¨q : QÑ R is continuous, EQ|Hpt, Ytq| ă 8, and EQpHpt, Ytq ´Hp0, 0qq “ 0, then pHpt, Ytq ´
Hp0, 0qqtPr0,T q is of maximal oscillation with constant 2 according to Lemma 5.4.
Now we connect the notion of oscillation to the behavior of rϕ; τ s, where we use extended
conditional expectations for non-negative random variables.
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Theorem 5.7. Assume θ P p0, 1s, c(5.2) ą 0, and an adapted ca`dla`g process pϕtqtPr0,T q such that
1
c(5.2)
|ϕa ´ Z|2 ď EFa
«
1
b´ a
ż b
a
|ϕu ´ Z|2du
ff
a.s. (5.2)
for all 0 ď a ă b ă T and all Fa-measurable Z : ΩÑ R. Consider the following assertions:
(1) inftPp0,T qpT ´ tq
1´θ
2 Osctpϕq ą 0.
(2) There is a c(5.3) ą 0 such that for all τ “ ttiuni“0 P T with }τ}θ “
tk´tk´1
pT´tk´1q1´θ one has
inf
ϑi´1PL0pFti´1q
sup
aPrtk´1,tkq
››››››EFa
»–ż T
a
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϑi´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl››››››
L8
ě c2(5.3)}τ}θ. (5.3)
(3) There is a constant c(5.4) ą 0 such that for all time-nets τ P T one has
}rϕ; τ s}BMO1pr0,T qq ě c2(5.4)}τ}θ. (5.4)
(4) inftPp0,T qpT ´ tq
1´θ
2 Osctpϕq ą 0.
Then we have (1)ñ (2)ñ (3). If }rϕ; τ s}BMO1pr0,T qq ă 8 for all τ P T and }rϕ; τ s}BMO1pr0,T qq Ñ 0
for }τ}1 Ñ 0, then (3) ñ (4).
Proof. (1) ñ (2) If δ :“ inftPp0,T qpT ´ tq
1´θ
2 Osctpϕq ą 0 and a P rtk´1, tkq, then, a.s.,
EFa
»–ż T
a
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϑi´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl ě EFa
»–ż tk
a
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϑi´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl
“ EFa
„ż tk
a
|ϕu ´ ϑk´1|2 du

ě 1
κ
ptk ´ aq|ϕa ´ ϑk´1|2.
We apply this inequality to a “ tk´1 and a “ a0 :“ 12 ptk´1 ` tkq, observe that
1
2
“ptk ´ tk´1q}ϕtk´1 ´ ϑk´1}2L8 ` ptk ´ a0q}ϕa0 ´ ϑk´1}2L8‰ ě tk ´ a04 }ϕa0 ´ ϕtk´1}2L8
ě tk ´ tk´1
8
Osc2a0pϕq,
and deduce
sup
aPrtk´1,tkq
››››››EFa
»–ż T
a
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϑi´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl››››››
2
L8
ě 1
κ
δ2
8
tk ´ tk´1
pT ´ tk´1q1´θ “
1
κ
δ2
8
}τ}θ.
(2) ñ (3) with c(5.4) :“ c(5.3) is obvious because we can choose ϑi´1 :“ ϕti´1 .
(3) ñ (4) For a P r0, T q and 0 ď s ă t ă T , a time-net τ “ ttiuni“0 such that s “ tk´1 ă tk “ t
and
t´ s
pT ´ sq1´θ “ }τ}θ (5.5)
we get››››››EFa
»–ż
pa,T qXps,ts
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl››››››
L8
“
›››››EFa
«ż
pa,T qXps,ts
|ϕu ´ ϕs|2du
ff›››››
L8
ď pt´ sq sup
uPps,ts
}ϕu ´ ϕs}2L8
and
c(5.4)
d
t´ s
pT ´ sq1´θ “ c(5.4)}τ}
1
2
θ ď sup
aPr0,T q
››››››EFa
»–ż T
a
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl››››››
1
2
L8
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ď sup
aPr0,T q
« ››››››EFa
»–ż
pa,T qXps,ts
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl››››››
1
2
L8
`
››››››EFa
»–ż
pa,T qzps,ts
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl››››››
1
2
L8
ff
ď ?t´ s sup
uPps,ts
}ϕu ´ ϕs}L8
` sup
aPr0,T q
››››››EFa
»–ż
pa,T qzps,ts
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl››››››
1
2
L8
.
Assume a time-net τ˜ that coincides with τ outside the interval ps, tq. Then
c(5.4)
d
t´ s
pT ´ sq1´θ ď
?
t´ s sup
uPps,ts
}ϕu ´ ϕs}L8 ` }rϕ; τ˜ s}
1
2
BMO1pr0,T qq.
Choosing a sequence pτn, τ˜nq of pτ, τ˜ q with (5.5) as above, such that }τ˜n}1 Ñ 0, we conclude with
c(5.4)
d
t´ s
pT ´ sq1´θ ď
?
t´ s sup
uPps,ts
}ϕu ´ ϕs}L8 and sup
uPps,ts
}ϕu ´ ϕs}2L8 ě c2(5.4)pT ´ sq
θ´1.
For s P rp2t´ T q`, tq this gives supuPps,ts }ϕu ´ ϕs}2L8 ě c2(5.4)2
θ´1pT ´ tqθ´1 and therefore
c(5.4)2
θ´1
2 pT ´ tq θ´12 ď }ϕt ´ ϕs}L8 ` sup
uPps,ts
}ϕt ´ ϕu}L8 ď 2 sup
uPrs,ts
}ϕt ´ ϕu}L8 .
This implies Osctpϕq ě c(5.4)2
θ´3
2 pT ´ tq θ´12 . 
6. Brownian setting: Gradient estimates and approximation
We suppose additionally that F “ FT and that pFtqtPr0,T s is the augmentation of the natural
filtration of a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion W “ pWtqtPr0,T s with continuous paths
and starting in zero for all ω P Ω. We recall the setting from [16] and start with the stochastic
differential equation (SDE)
dXt “ σˆpXtqdWt ` bˆpXtqdt with X0 ” x0 P R (6.1)
where 0 ă ε0 ď σˆ P C8b pRq for some constant ε0 and bˆ P C8b pRq and where all paths of X are
assumed to be continuous. From this equation we derive the SDE
dYt “ σpYtqdWt with Y0 ” y0 P R
where two settings are used simultaneously:
Case (C1): Y :“ X with σ ” σˆ, bˆ ” 0, and RY :“ R.
Case (C2): Y :“ eX with σpyq :“ yσˆplog yq, bˆpxq :“ ´ 12 σˆ2pxq, and RY :“ p0,8q.
In both cases, we let CY be the set of all Borel functions g : RY Ñ R such that
sup
xPR
e´m|x|
ż
R
|gpαpx` tyqq|2 e´y2 dy ă 8 for all t ą 0
for some m ą 0, where αpxq “ x in the case (C1) and αpxq “ ex in the case (C2). Let us denote
by pY t,ys qsPrt,T s be the diffusion Y started at time t P r0, T s in y P RY and let us define, for g P CY ,
Gpt, yq :“ EgpY t,yT q for pt, yq P r0, T s ˆRY .
Remark 6.1. We collect some facts we shall use and that hold in both cases, (C1) and (C2):
(A) }σ1}BbpRY q ` }σσ2}BbpRY q ă 8.
(B) In the case (C2) we have σpyq „c y for y P RY and some c ě 1.
(C) One has G P C8pr0, T q ˆRY q and BGBt ` σ
2
2
B2G
By2 “ 0 on r0, T q ˆRY .
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(D) E suptPr0,bs
ˇˇˇ´
σ BGBy
¯
pt, Ytq
ˇˇˇ2
ă 8 for all b P r0, T q.
(E) The process
´´
σ2 B
2G
By2
¯
pt, Ytq
¯
tPr0,T q
is an L2-martingale.
(F) The process X has a transition density ΓX in the sense of Theorem B.1.
Items (A) and (B) are obvious, (C) is contained in [16, Preliminaries], (D) is [16, Lemma 5.2], and
(E) is [16, Lemma 5.3].
This yields to the following setting:
Setting 6.2. In the notation of Assumption 4.5 we set
(1) σ :“ pσpYtqqtPr0,T s,
(2) M :“
´şt
0
´
σ2 B
2G
By2
¯
pu, YuqdWu
¯
tPr0,T q
,
(3) ϕ :“
´
BG
By pt, Ytq
¯
tPr0,T q
.
Lemma 6.8 and [19, Corollary 3.3] imply that Assumption 4.5 is fulfilled. To shorten the nota-
tion at some places we use
Zt :“ σtϕt, ϕpt, yq :“ BGBy pt, yq, and Ht :“ σ
2
t
B2G
By2 pt, Ytq for pt, yq P r0, T q ˆRY .
Denote by Epg; τq “ pEtpg; τqqtPr0,T s the error process resulting from the difference between the
stochastic integral and its Riemann approximation associated with the time-net τ “ ttiuni“0 P T ,
i.e.
Etpg; τq :“
ż
p0,ts
ϕsdYs ´
nÿ
i“1
ϕti´1pYti^t ´ Yti´1^tq for t P r0, T s.
For any 0 ď a ď t ď T , we apply the conditional Itoˆ’s isometry to obtain that, a.s.,
EFa
“|Etpg; τq ´ Eapg; τq|2‰ “ EFa
»–ż t
a
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
σ2udu
fifl “ EFarrϕ; τ sσt ´ rϕ; τ sσas .
(6.2)
Using Proposition A.4 this implies, for Φ P CL`pr0, T qq, that
›››pEtpg; τqqtPr0,T q›››2
bmoΦ2 pr0,T qq
“
›››prϕ; τ sσqtPr0,T q›››
bmoΦ
2
1 pr0,T qq
, (6.3)
where rϕ; τ sσ is given in Assumption 4.5. Moreover, bmoΦ2 pr0, T qq and bmoΦ
2
1 pr0, T qq above can be
replaced by BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq and BMOΦ
2
1 pr0, T qq, respectively, due to the path continuity of Epg; τq
and rϕ; τ sσ. To be in accordance with the previous sections we use in (6.3) the time interval r0, T q
instead of r0, T s.
6.1. The results. In this section we formulate the results, they are verified in Section 6.2. The
first result shows that all gradient processes pϕpt, YtqqtPr0,T q have a large oscillation:
Theorem 6.3. For g P CY the process pϕpt, YtqqtPr0,T q is of maximal oscillation with constant 2
in the sense of Definition 5.1.
Now we discuss cases in which we get equivalences by choosing the weight Φ accordingly. For
θ “ 1 we obtain a characterization in terms of Lipschitz functions that extends [20, Theorem 8]:
Theorem 6.4. For g P CY and Φ “ σ the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a Lipschitz function g˜ : RY Ñ R such that g “ g˜ a.e. on RY with respect to the
Lebesgue measure.
(2) There is a constant c ą 0 such that }Epg; τq}BMOΦ2 pr0,T qq ď c
a
}τ} for all τ P T .
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In the case θ P p0, 1q we obtain an equivalence in terms of the Riemann–Liouville type integral
(introduced in Section 3) of the gradient process:
Theorem 6.5. Let pθ, qq P p0, 1qˆr2,8q and Φ “ pσtΨtqtPr0,T q where Ψ P CL`pr0, T qq is path-wise
non-decreasing. If g P CY and if there is a constant c(6.4) ą 0 such that, for t P r0, T q,
pT ´ tq 12 |ϕt| ď c(6.4)Ψt a.s., (6.4)
then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) One has I
1´θ
2 Z´Z0 P BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq and there is a constant c ą 0 such that, for all t P r0, T q,
pT ´ tq 1´θ2 |ϕt| ď cΨt a.s. (6.5)
(2) There is a constant c ą 0 such that }Epg; τq}BMOΦ2 pr0,T qq ď c
a}τ}θ for all τ P T .
If the conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied and Φ P SMqpr0, T qq, then I
1´θ
2
T Z :“ limtÒT I
1´θ
2
t Z
exists in Lq and a.s.
Theorem 6.6. Let pθ, qq P p0, 1q ˆ r2,8q, g P Ho¨l0θ,2pRq, and Φ “ pσtΨtqtPr0,T q with Ψt :“
supsPr0,tspσθ´1s q. Then one has g|RY P CY and the following holds:
(1) Φ P SMqpr0, T qq.
(2) There is a constant c ą 0 such that pT ´ tq 1´θ2 |ϕt| ď cΨt a.s. for all t P r0, T q.
(3) I
1´θ
2 Z ´ Z0 P BMOΦq pr0, T qq.
6.2. Preparations to prove the results of Section 6.1. We collect some lemmas we need.
Lemma 6.7. Assume that θ P p0, 1s, g P CY , that
´
I
1´θ
2
t M
¯
tPr0,T q
is closable in L2, and Φ P
CL`pr0, T qq such that
sup
sPr0,as
T ´ a
pT ´ sqθ |ϕa ´ ϕs|
2
σ2a ` EFa
«
sup
tPra,T q
ˇˇˇ
I
1´θ
2
t M ´ I
1´θ
2
a M
ˇˇˇ2ff
ď Φ2a a.s. for a P r0, T q.
Then there is a constant c ą 0 such that }Epg; τq}BMOΦ2 pr0,T qq ď c
a
}τ}θ for all τ P T .
Proof. The statement follows directly from the equivalence (4.6) in Theorem 4.7 and (6.3). 
Lemma 6.8. The following assertions hold true:
(1) In the case (C2) one has pY β0t ppY β1t q˚qtPr0,T s P SMppr0, T sq for p P p0,8q and β0, β1 P R.
(2) There is a constant c(6.6) ą 0 such that, for all 0 ď a ă b ď T ,
EFa
«
1
b´ a
ż b
a
σ2udu
ff
„c2
(6.6)
σ2a a.s. (6.6)
(3) For g P CY one has E supuPra,T s |ϕaσu|2 ă 8 for a P r0, T q.
Proof. (1) Because σˆ P BbpRq for all α P R there is a constant c(6.7) “ c(6.7)pα, T, σˆq ą 0 such that
EFa
«
sup
tPra,T s
e
α
ş
pa,ts
σˆpXsqdWs
ff
ď c(6.7) a.s. (6.7)
for a P r0, T s. Because bˆ is bounded this implies that pY βt qtPr0,T s P SMppr0, T sq for all p P p0,8q
and β P R by Proposition A.1. Therefore we may conclude by items (2) and (3) of Proposition A.2.
(2) We only need to check the case (C2) where we replace σ by Y by (B). As Y is a martingale
we get EFa
”şb
a
Y 2u du
ı
ě pb´ aqY 2a a.s., otherwise EFa
”şb
a
Y 2u du
ı
ď }Y }2
SM2pr0,T sqpb ´ aqY 2a a.s.
(3) Because of (D) we only need to check (C2), use again (B) to replace σ by Y , and obtain
E sup
uPra,T s
|ϕaYu|2 “ E
«
|ϕa|2EFa
«
sup
uPra,T s
Y 2u
ffff
ď }Y }2SM2pr0,T sE|ϕaYa|2 ă 8. 
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Lemma 6.9. For θ P p0, 1s, α :“ 1´θ2 , and t P r0, T q one has, a.s.,
pT ´ tqαZt “TαZ0 `
ż
p0,ts
pT ´ uqαHudWu `
ż
p0,ts
pT ´ uqασ1pYuqZudWu
´ α
ż
p0,ts
pT ´ uqα´1Zudu` 1
2
ż
p0,ts
pT ´ uqαpσσ2qpYuqZudu.
Proof. The assertion follows by Itoˆ’s formula applied to the function pt, yq ÞÑ pT ´ tqα
´
σ BGBy
¯
pt, yq
with Yt inserted into the y-component, where we use the PDE from (C). 
Lemma 6.10. For θ P r0, 1s there exists a constant c(6.8) ą 0 such that for all g P Ho¨lθpRq one
has ˇˇˇˇBG
By pu, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď c(6.8) |g|θ σpyqθ´1pT ´ uq
θ´1
2 for pu, yq P RY ˆ r0, T q. (6.8)
Proof. Set f :“ g and F :“ G in case (C1) and fpxq :“ gpexq and F pu, xq :“ Gpu, exq for
pu, xq P r0, T q ˆ R in case (C2), and let us fix u P r0, T q. In both cases, (C1) and (C2), we have
BF
Bx pu, xq “
ż
R
BΓX
Bx pT ´ u, x, ξqfpξqdξ “
ż
R
BΓX
Bx pT ´ u, x, ξqpfpξq ´ fpxqqdξ
where we use (F) with the transition density ΓX from Theorem B.1. For t ą 0 denote γtpxq :“
1?
2πt
e´
x2
2t . In the case (C1) we derive thatˇˇˇˇBG
By pu, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇBF
Bx pu, xq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď |g|θ
ż
R
ˇˇˇˇBΓX
Bx pT ´ u, x, ξq
ˇˇˇˇ
|ξ ´ x|θdξ
ď |g|θ
ż
R
c(B.1)pT ´ uq´ 12 γc(B.1)pT´uqpx´ ξq|ξ ´ x|θdξ
“ |g|θpT ´ uq
θ´1
2
ż
R
c(B.1)γc(B.1)pηq|η|θdη
where we use
ş
R
BΓX
Bx pT ´ u, x, ξqdξ “ BBx
ş
R
ΓXpT ´ u, x, ξqdξ “ 0. For y “ ex we get for (C2) thatˇˇˇˇ
y
BG
By pu, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇBF
Bx pu, xq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď |g|θ
ż
R
ˇˇˇˇBΓX
Bx pT ´ u, x, ξq
ˇˇˇˇ
| eξ ´ ex |θdξ
“ |g|θ exθ
ż
R
ˇˇˇˇBΓX
Bx pT ´ u, x, ξq
ˇˇˇˇ
| eξ´x´1|θdξ
ď |g|θ exθ
ż
R
c(B.1)pT ´ uq´
1
2 γc(B.1)pT´uqpx´ ξq| eξ´x´1|θdξ.
We conclude byż
R
γc(B.1)pT´uqpx´ ξq| eξ´x´1|θdξ ď
ż
R
γc(B.1)pT´uqpξq|ξ|θ eθ|ξ| dξ
ď pT ´ uq θ2
ż
R
γc(B.1)pηq|η|θ eθ
?
T |η| dη ă 8. 
Lemma 6.11. Let dPˆ :“ LdP with L :“ exp
´ş
p0,T s σ
1pYtqdWt ´ 12
ş
p0,T s |σ1pYtq|2dt
¯
and g P CY .
Then the process pϕpt, YtqqtPr0,T q is a Pˆ-martingale.
Proof. Applying the PDE from (C) we get that
Bϕ
Bt pt, yq ` pσσ
1qpyqBϕBy pt, yq `
σ2pyq
2
B2ϕ
By2 pt, yq “
B
By
„BG
Bt pt, yq `
σ2pyq
2
B2G
By2 pt, yq

“ 0
on r0, T q ˆRY . By Itoˆ’s formula this implies that
ϕpt, Ytq “ ϕp0, y0q `
ż
p0,ts
ˆ
σ
Bϕ
By
˙
pu, Yuq
“
dWu ´ σ1pYuqdu
‰
a.s.
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for t P r0, T q. Because of (A) and Girsanov’s theorem we obtain a Pˆ standard Brownian motion
Wˆt :“Wt ´
ş
p0,ts σ
1pYuqdu, t P r0, T s. Moreover, for t P r0, T q we have that
EPˆ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
ˇˇˇˇˆ
σ
Bϕ
By
˙
pu, Yuq
ˇˇˇˇ2
du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
ď pEPL2q 12
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEP
ż t
0
ˇˇˇˇˆ
σ
Bϕ
By
˙
pu, Yuq
ˇˇˇˇ2
du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
ă 8.
As by the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities applied to continuous local martingales we also
have
EPˆ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
p0,ts
ˇˇˇˇˆ
σ
Bϕ
By
˙
pu, Yuq
ˇˇˇˇ2
du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
„c EPˆ sup
sPr0,ts
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
p0,ss
ˆ
σ
Bϕ
By
˙
pu, YuqdWˆu
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
for some absolute constant c ě 1 and t P r0, T q, we get that pϕpt, YtqqtPr0,T q is a Pˆ-martingale. 
6.3. Proof of Theorem 6.3. According to Lemma 6.11 there is an equivalent measure Pˆ „ P
such that pϕpt, YtqqtPr0,T q is a Pˆ-martingale. The transition density of Y under P computes as
ΓY ps, t; y1, y2q “ 1
y2
ΓXps, t; logpy1q, logpy2qq (6.9)
in the case (C2), otherwise ΓY “ ΓX , where ΓX is taken from Theorem B.1 in both cases. We
conclude by Example 5.5, where relation (5.1) follows from Theorem B.1, the uniqueness in law of
the SDE (6.1), and the theory of Markov processes. 
6.4. Proof of Theorem 6.4. (1) ñ (2) We may assume that g : RY Ñ R is Lipschitz. By
Lemma 6.10 we have ˇˇˇˇBG
By pu, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď c(6.8)|g|1 and |Zu| ď c(6.8)|g|1σu.
Let 0 ď a ă t ă T . From Lemma 6.9 we get that
Zt “ Za `
ż
pa,ts
HudWu `
ż
pa,ts
σ1pYuqZudWu ` 1
2
ż
pa,ts
pσσ2qpYuqZudu a.s.
Then one has, a.s.,d
EFa
„ż t
a
H2udu

ď
b
EFar|Zt ´ Za|2s ` }σ1}BbpRY q
d
EFa
„ż t
a
Z2udu

` 1
2
}σσ2}BbpRY q
gffeEFa«ˇˇˇˇż t
a
|Zu|du
ˇˇˇˇ2ff
ď
b
EFar|Zt ´ Za|2s `
«
}σ1}BbpRY q `
?
T
2
}σσ2}BbpRY q
ffd
EFa
„ż t
a
Z2udu

ď c(6.8)|g|1
„b
EFarσ2t s ` σa

` c(6.8)|g|1
«
}σ1}BbpRY q `
?
T
2
}σσ2}BbpRY q
ff?
T
gffeEFa« sup
uPpa,T s
σ2u
ff
ď c(6.8)|g|1
„
2`
?
T }σ1}BbpRY q `
T
2
}σσ2}BbpRY q
gffeEFa« sup
uPra,T s
σ2u
ff
ď c(6.8)|g|1
„
2`
?
T }σ1}BbpRY q `
T
2
}σσ2}BbpRY q

}σ}SM2pr0,T sqσa
and henceb
EFar|Mt ´Ma|2s “
gffeEFa«ż
pa,ts
H2udu
ff
ď c(6.10)|g|1}σ}SM2pr0,T sqσa a.s., (6.10)
for some c(6.10) ą 0. Applying Lemma 6.10 for θ “ 1 and (6.10) (together with Doob’s maximal
inequality) to Lemma 6.7 for Φa “ cσa for some appropriate c ą 0 and θ “ 1, we derive (2).
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(2) ñ (1) Given a P p0, T q, exploiting the last term in the relation (4.6) of Theorem 4.7 and
(6.2) give
sup
sPr0,as
T ´ a
T ´ s |ϕa ´ ϕs|
2 ď c2(6.11) a.s. (6.11)
For a P `T2 , T ˘ we choose s P r0, aq such that T´aT´s “ 12 . Therefore we may continue toˇˇˇˇBG
By pa, yaq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇBG
By ps, ysq
ˇˇˇˇ
`
?
2c(6.11) for all ya, ys P RY
where we use the positivity and continuity of the transition density ΓY (for (C2) see (6.9)) and the
continuity of BGBy pt, ¨q : RY Ñ R for t P r0, T q. Applying Lemma 6.11, we have EPˆϕps, Ysq “ ϕp0, Y0q
for s P r0, T q. Therefore, for each s P r0, T q there are ω0s , ω1s P Ω such that for yis :“ Yspωisq P RY
we have ϕps, y0sq ď ϕp0, Y0q ď ϕps, y1sq. Because y Ñ BGBy ps, yq is continuous on RY we find an
ys P RY such that ϕps, ysq “ ϕp0, y0q. Therefore,ˇˇˇˇBG
By pa, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇBG
By p0, y0q
ˇˇˇˇ
`
?
2c(6.11) “: c(6.12) for all y P RY . (6.12)
Let Ωg P F be of measure one such that for all ω P Ωg one has
lim
tÒT
Gpt, Ytpωqq “ gpYT pωqq.
Let Ig :“ YT pΩgq Ď RY . Then g is Lipschitz on Ig with Lipschitz constant c(6.12), and since Ig is
dense in RY , the function g|Ig can be extended to g˜ : RY Ñ R to a Lipschitz function. Moreover,
Pptω P Ω : gpYT pωqq “ g˜pYT pωqquq ě PpΩgq “ 1. 
6.5. Proof of Theorem 6.5. Let α :“ 1´θ2 . Observe that with
α
ż T
0
pT ´ uqα´1Zu^tdu “ α
ż t
0
pT ´ uqα´1Zudu` pT ´ tqαZt
Lemma 6.9 implies that
α
ż
p0,T s
pT ´ uqα´1Zu^tdu “TαZ0 `
ż
p0,ts
pT ´ uqαHudWu `
ż
p0,ts
pT ´ uqασ1pYuqZudWu
` 1
2
ż
p0,ts
pT ´ uqαpσσ2qpYuqZudu a.s.
Denote bupωq :“ 12 pσσ2qpYupωqq and B :“ 12}σσ2}BbpRY q ă 8. Dividing both sides of the equality
above by Tα gives
Iαt Z “ Z0 `
ż
p0,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙α
HudWu `
ż
p0,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙α
Zupσ1pYuqdWu ` buduq.
Next we observe that, for 0 ď a ă t ă T , a.s.,¨˝
EFa
»–ˇˇˇˇˇ
ż
pa,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙α
Zuσ
1pYuqdWu
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
fifl‚˛12 `
¨˝
EFa
»–ˇˇˇˇˇ
ż
pa,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙α
|Zubu|du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
fifl‚˛12
ď p}σ1}BppRY q `B
?
T q
˜
EFa
«ż
pa,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙2α
|Zu|2du
ff¸ 1
2
ď c(6.4)p}σ1}BbpRY q `B
?
T q
˜
EFa
«
sup
uPra,T q
Φ2u
ż
pa,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙2α
pT ´ uq´1du
ff¸ 1
2
ď c(6.4)p}σ
1}BbpRY q `B
?
T q?
2α
}Φ}SM2pr0,T qq
ˆ
T ´ a
T
˙α
Φa.
We conclude that the martingale pşp0,ts `T´uT ˘α Zuσ1pYuqdWuqtPr0,T q converges in Lq and a.s. be-
cause of Φ P SMqpr0, T qq and Proposition A.6(2). Again by Proposition A.6(2), the non-negative
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and non-decreasing process
´şt
0
`
T´u
T
˘α |Zubu|du¯
tPr0,T q
converges in Lq and a.s. For this reason´şt
0
`
T´u
T
˘α
Zubudu
¯
tPr0,T q
converges in Lq and a.s. as well. If we set
Mα :“
˜ż
p0,ts
ˆ
T ´ u
T
˙α
HudWu
¸
tPr0,T q
,
then we can summarize as follows:
(a) pIαt Z ´ Z0qtPr0,T q P BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq if and only if Mα P BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq.
(b) IαZ converges (is bounded) in Lq if and only if M
α does (is).
(c) IαZ converges a.s. if and only if Mα does.
(1) ñ (2) By (a) we get Mα P BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq. Because the Setting 6.2 and (6.5) hold we may
use Theorem 4.8((1) ñ (2)) and conclude by (6.3).
(2) ñ (1) follows from (6.3), the validity of Setting 6.2, Theorem 4.8((2) ñ (1)), and (a).
Regarding the final part we deduce from (1), Φ P SMqpr0, T qq, and Proposition A.6(2) that
suptPr0,T q |Iαt Z| P Lq, conclude suptPr0,T q }Mαt }Lq ă 8 by (b), and obtain from the martingale
property the Lq- and a.s. convergence of M
α. We may finish by (b) and (c). 
6.6. Proof of Theorem 6.6. (1) We only need to check the case (C2) and this case follows from
Lemma 6.8(1). Item (2) follows directly from Lemma 6.10.
(3) We fix a P r0, T q, a set A P Fa of positive measure. First we observe that by (4.1) (applied
to s “ a and with b Ò T ), Lemma 6.10 for θ “ 0, and Lemma 6.8,dż
A
ż T
a
pT ´ uqH2ududP „?κ
dż
A
ż T
a
|ϕu ´ ϕa|2 σ2ududP
ď
dż
A
ż T
a
Z2ududP`
dż
A
ϕ2a
ż T
a
σ2ududP
ď
dż
A
gpYT q2dP`
dż
A
”
c2(6.8)|g|20σ´2a pT ´ aq´1
ı”
c2(6.6)pT ´ aqσ2a
ı
dudP
ď c0}g}BbpRY q
a
PpAq.
On the other hand (6.10) givesdż
A
ż T
a
H2ududP ď c(6.10)|g|1}σ}SM2pr0,T sq
dż
A
σ2adP.
For the linear map T : g ÞÑ pHuquPra,T q we get››T : C0b pRq Ñ L2pra, T q ˆA, ppT ´ ¨qλb PAqq›› ď c0, (6.13)››T : Ho¨l01pRq Ñ L2pra, T q ˆA, λb PAq›› ď c1
dż
A
σ2adPA, (6.14)
where PA is the normalized restriction of P to A. Applying the Stein-Weiss interpolation theorem
[7, Theorem 5.4.1] to (6.13) and (6.14) yields
››T : pC0b pRq,Ho¨l01pRqqθ,2 Ñ L2pra, T q ˆA, ppT ´ ¨q1´θλb PAqq›› ď c(6.15)ˆż
A
σ2adPA
˙ θ
2
, (6.15)
with c(6.15) :“ Cc1´θ0 cθ1. In other words, we did proveˆż
A
ż t
a
pT ´ uq1´θH2ududPA
˙ 1
2
ď c(6.15)
ˆż
A
σ2adPA
˙ θ
2
}g}Ho¨l0
θ,2pRq.
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For δ P p0, 1q and l P Z define Al :“ tδl`1 ă σ2a ď δlu. Thenż
A
ż t
a
pT ´ uq1´θH2ududPA “
ÿ
PpAXAlqą0
ˆż
AXAl
ż t
a
pT ´ uq1´θH2ududPAXAl
˙
PApAXAlq
ď c2(6.15)
ÿ
PpAXAlqą0
ˆż
AXAl
σ2adPAXAl
˙θ
PApAXAlq }g}2Ho¨l0
θ,2pRq
ď c2(6.15)
ÿ
PpAXAlqą0
δlθPApAXAlq }g}2Ho¨l0
θ,2
pRq
ď c2(6.15)δ´θ
ż
A
σ2θa dPA }g}2Ho¨l0
θ,2pRq.
As δ P p0, 1q was arbitrary, we concludeż
A
ż t
a
pT ´ uq1´θH2ududPA ď c2(6.15)
ż
A
σ2θa dPA }g}2Ho¨l0
θ,2pRq.
and
EFa
„ż t
a
pT ´ uq1´θH2udu

ď c2(6.15)σ2θa ď c2(6.15)Φ2a a.s.
We use item (a) from the proof of Theorem 6.5 to conclude that
´
I
1´θ
2
t Z ´ Z0
¯
tPr0,T q
P BMOΦ2 pr0, T qq
and finish by Φ P SMqpr0, T qq and Proposition A.6(1). 
7. An interpolation result
The following interpolation result is adapted to prove Corollary 8.13, but of independent interest.
For this section we assume
(1) κ0, κ1 P p0, 1q and 0 ď γ0 ă γ1 ă 8,
(2) a probability space pR,R, ρq,
(3) an interpolation pair of Banach spaces pE0, E1q and a Banach space F ,
(4) random variables A0, A1 : RÑ r0,8q with ρpt2n ă Ai ď 2n`1uq ď cAi2´κin for n P N0,
(5) for pt, rq P r0, T q ˆR linear operators Tt,ρ, Tt,r : E0 ` E1 Ñ F such that
(a) }Tt,rx}F ď cimintAiprq, pT ´ tq´γiu}f}Ei for f P Ei and r P R,
(b) if }Tt,¨x}F ď P p¨q on R, where P : R Ñ r0,8q is measurable and x P E0 ` E1, then
}Tt,ρx}F ď
ş
R
P prqρpdrq,
(6) }Ts,ρx}F ď }Tt,ρx}F for all 0 ď s ă t ă T and x P E0 ` E1,
where cA0 , cA1 , c0, c1 ą 0 are constants. Note that the map r0, T q Q t ÞÑ }Tt,ρx}F is measurable by
assumption (6). Under the above assumptions the following statement holds:
Theorem 7.1. For all pδ, qq P p0, 1qˆr1,8s there is a c(7.1)pδ, q, cA0 , cA1 , c0, c1, κ0, κ1, γ0, γ1, T q ą 0
such that, for α :“ p1 ´ δqp1´ κ0qγ0 ` δp1 ´ κ1qγ1,
}pT ´ tqα}Tt,ρx}F }Lqpr0,T q, dtT´t q ď c(7.1)}f}pE0,E1qδ,q for x P pE0, E1qδ,q. (7.1)
Proof. First we observe that
}Tt,ρx}F ď ci
ż
R
mintAiprq, pT ´ tq´γiuρpdrq}x}Ei
ď ci
«
1`
8ÿ
n“0
ż
t2năAiď2n`1u
mint2n`1, pT ´ tq´γiuρpdrq
ff
}x}Ei
ď ci
«
1` cAi
8ÿ
n“0
2´κinmint2n`1, pT ´ tq´γiu
ff
}x}Ei
ď cip2cAi _ 1q
«
1`
8ÿ
n“0
2´κinmint2n, pT ´ tq´γiu
ff
}x}Ei
ď cip2cAi _ 1qcκi,γi,T pT ´ tqpκi´1qγi}x}Ei
“: dipT ´ tqpκi´1qγi}x}Ei .
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For tk :“ T p1´ 12k q, k P N0, and αi :“ p1 ´ κiqγi this gives
}pTtk,ρxqkPN0}ℓ´αi8 pF q ď diT
´αi}f}Ei.
Using real interpolation, (2.4), and (2.2), we derive
}pTtk,ρxqkPN0}ℓ´αq pF q ď cα0,α1,δ,q d1´δ0 dδ1 T´α}f}pE0,E1qθ,q .
The assertion follows, because assumption (6) implies that
}pT ´ tqα}Tt,ρx}F }Lqpr0,T q, dtT´t q „c T
α}pTtk,ρxqkPN0}ℓ´αq pF q,
where c ě 1 depends at most on pα, qq. 
8. Le´vy setting: Directional gradient estimates and applications
8.1. Setting. Let X “ pXtqtPr0,T s be a Le´vy process defined on a complete probability space
pΩ,F ,Pq, i.e. X0 ” 0, X has stationary and independent increments, and ca`dla`g trajectories.
Assume that F “ pFtqtPr0,T s is the augmented natural filtration of X and F “ FT . The Poisson
random measure N associated to X is defined by NpEq :“ #tt P p0, T s : pt,∆Xtq P Eu for
E P Bpp0, T s ˆ Rq, the Le´vy measure ν is the unique σ-finite Borel measure on R such that
νpt0uq “ 0 and νpBq :“ 1
T
ENpp0, T sˆBq for Borel sets B with 0 R B. Let σ ě 0 be the coefficient
of the standard Brownian motion W in the Le´vy–Itoˆ decomposition of X (see, e.g., [38, Theorem
19.2]). We define the σ-finite measure µ on BpRq by
µpdxq :“ σ2δ0pdxq ` x2νpdxq. (8.1)
To avoid degenerate settings we always assume that µpRq P p0,8s. The compensated random
measure rN ofN is given by rN :“ N´λbν on the ring of E P Bpp0, T sˆRq such that pλbµqpEq ă 8.
In the sequel we use of the following notation:
Definition 8.1. A Borel function f : R Ñ R belongs to DX if E|fpx ` Xsq| ă 8 for all ps, xq P
r0, T s ˆ R. For f P DX we define F : r0, T s ˆ RÑ R by
F pt, xq :“ Efpx`XT´tq. (8.2)
8.2. Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe projection. We additionally assume that X “ pXtqtPr0,T s
is an L2-martingale so that µpRq P p0,8q and that f P L2pR,PXT q. LetD P L2pR, µq such thatD ě
0 and
ş
R
D2pzqµpdzq ą 0 and define dρ :“ Ddµ{ ş
R
Ddµ. If ξ “ fpXT q has a chaos decomposition
as in Lemma D.1(1) (the notion of the chaos decomposition is recalled in Appendix D as well),
then we let
h0 :“
ż
R
f s1 pzqρpdzq and hnpx1, . . . , xnq :“
ż
R
f sn`1px1, . . . , xn, zqρpdzq
for n P N 1, define the ca`dla`g L2-martingale ϕpf, ρq “ pϕtpf, ρqqtPr0,T q by the chaos expansion
ϕtpf, ρq :“
8ÿ
n“0
pn` 1qInphn1bnp0,tsq, (8.3)
and the ca`dla`g martingale XD “ pXDt qtPr0,T s by XDt ” 0 and XDt :“ I1p1p0,tsbDq a.s. Denote by
PXD : L2 Ñ IpXDq Ď L2 the orthogonal projection onto the closed subspace
IpXDq :“
#ż
p0,T q
ϑtdX
D
t : ϑ is predictable with E
ż T
0
|ϑt|2dt ă 8
+
.
Then
PXD pfpXT qq “
ş
R
Ddµş
R
D2dµ
ż
p0,T q
ϕt´pf, ρqdXDt a.s.
For D ” 1 this was shown in [17, (8), (10), Example (c1) on. p. 209, Lemma 4]. We omit the
proof of this extension. The following statement is one motivation of Section 8 and will be used in
Section 8.5.
1There might be a symmetric µbn-null-set in px1, . . . , xnq on which the integral does not exist. On this set we
set hn to be 0.
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Proposition 8.2 (Gradient of GKW-projection). Assume that the Le´vy process X is an L2-
martingale, that f P DX X L2pR,PXT q and F is given by (8.2), that dρ “ Ddµ{
ş
R
Ddµ as above,
and that t P p0, T q. Then there is a null-set Nt P F such that for ω R Nt one has
ϕtpf, ρqpωq “ ρpt0uqBFBx pt,Xtpωqq `
ż
Rzt0u
F pt,Xtpωq ` zq ´ F pt,Xtpωqq
z
ρpdzq2. (8.4)
We prove Proposition 8.2 in Appendix D for the convenience of the reader. Results related to
Proposition 8.2 are provided in [28, Theorem 2.4], [6, Theorems 2.1, 3.11, 4.1], and [12, Proposition
2]. Other techniques use the Fourier transform (see, e.g., [9]).
8.3. Upper bounds for the gradient process. Gradient estimates in the Le´vy setting are
studied in different ways in the literature. In [10, Theorem 1.1 and Remark 2.4] Ho¨lder regularities
are studied, where one looks for an improvement of the Ho¨lder regularity caused by the transition
group. In a way, this is opposite to our question. The result from the literature we contribute to is
[39, Theorem 1.3] (see Remark 8.22 below). Finally, [33] investigates when fpXT q belongs to D1,2
or pL2,D1,2qθ,8 in dependence on f P Ho¨l0η,8pRq and properties of the underlying Le´vy process
X . In our article we look for L8 and BMO bounds for vector-valued gradient processes generated
by an fpXT q when f P Ho¨l0η,2pRq, where we do not need and consider any Malliavin smoothness
of fpXT q itself. Moreover, for a given fpXT q the fractional smoothness of the gradient process
depends on the direction in which the gradient process is tested. So far, we do not see a way to
exploit the results from [33] for our purpose, but it would be worthy to understand connections.
For this section we assume the following setting:
(1) X “ pXtqtPr0,T s is a Le´vy process with µpRq P p0,8s.
(2) ρ is a probability measure on BpRq.
Let us start by formalizing the right-hand side of (8.4):
Definition 8.3. For an F : r0, T q ˆRÑ R, such that x ÞÑ F pt, xq is measurable for all t P r0, T q,
and pt, xq P r0, T q ˆ R we define
DρF pt, xq :“
ż
Rzt0u
F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq
z
ρpdzq if
ż
Rzt0u
|F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq|
|z| ρpdzq ă 8.
If additionally we have that F pt, ¨q P C1pRq, then we let
DρF pt, xq :“ ρpt0uqBFBx pt, xq `
ż
Rzt0u
F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq
z
ρpdzq.
One point of this definition is that the measure ρ is general. This allows us to capture different
aspects: If ρ is as in Proposition 8.2, then we can study Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe projections, if
ρ is a Dirac measure in z P Rzt0u, then we study the point-wise behaviour of pF pt, x`zq´F pt, xqq{|z|.
A general background is provided in Appendix D.3 in terms of a vector-valued gradient process
associated to a functional fpXT q.
We recall a class of functions that are of local bounded variation:
Definition 8.4. A Borel function f : R Ñ R belongs to BVlocpRq provided that f is right-
continuous and there are Borel measures µ` and µ´ on BpRq, finite on each compact interval, and
disjoint S`, S´ P BpRq with S` Y S´ “ R and µ`pS´q “ µ´pS`q “ 0, such that
fpbq ´ fpaq “ µ`ppa, bsq ´ µ´ppa, bsq for all ´8 ă a ă b ă 8.
Furthermore, we let |f 1| :“ µ``µ´ and, for a Borel function g : RÑ R with ş
R
|gpxq||f 1|pdxq ă 8,ż
R
gpxqf 1pdxq :“
ż
R
gpxqµ`pdxq ´
ż
R
gpxqµ´pdxq.
The pair of measures pµ`, µ´q is unique and we will identify f 1 with pµ`, µ´q. The space
BVlocpRq consists of functions that are of bounded variation of on each compact interval (cf. [37,
Chapter 8]). The next definition is the key for what follows and defines two functionals to obtain
DρF pt, xq, the second term on the right-hand side of (8.4), from a given terminal condition f . The
first functional simply rephrases DρF , the second one uses some kind of partial integration.
2The integral with respect to µpdzq exists for ω R Nt and we omit ρpt0uqpBF {Bxqpt, Xtpωqq if ρpt0uq “ 0.
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Definition 8.5. (1) For t P r0, T q we define Γ0t,ρ : DompΓ0ρq Ñ R by
DompΓ0ρq :“
#
f P DX and @s P r0, T q @ 0 ď δ ď s ă T @x P R :
E
ż
Rzt0u
ˇˇˇˇ
F ps, x`Xδ ` zq ´ F ps, x`Xδq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ρpdzq ă 8
+
,
xf,Γ0t,ρy :“ DρF pt, 0q.
(2) For t P r0, T q we define the Borel function γt,ρ : RÑ r0,8s and Γ1t,ρ : DompΓ1ρq Ñ R by
γt,ρpvq :“
ż
Rzt0u
PpXT´t P Jpv; zqq
|z| ρpdzq with Jpv; zq :“ v ` r´z
`, z´q,
DompΓ1ρq :“
#
f P DX X BVlocpRq and @ 0 ď δ ď s ă T @x P R :
E
ż
R
γs,ρpv ´ x´Xδq|f 1|pdvq ă 8
+
,
xf,Γ1t,ρy “ xf 1, γt,ρy :“
ż
R
γt,ρpvq f 1pdvq.
In Definition 8.5 we use L1-conditions instead of L2-conditions which is sufficient at this point.
The L1-conditions are chosen to guarantee a point-wise definition of DρF and the properties stated
in Remark 8.6 below.
In Theorem 8.10 we prove
ş
R
γt,ρpvqdv “ ρpRzt0uq, DompΓ1ρq Ď DompΓ0ρq, and that
xf 1, γt,ρy “ xf,Γ0t,ρy for f P DompΓ1ρq.
If DpRq is the test function space that consists of f P C8pRq with compact support, then DpRq Ď
DompΓ1ρq (for f P DpRq we have f 1pdvq “ f 1pvqdv and |f 1|pdvq “ |f 1pvq|dv, where f 1 on the right-
hand sides is the classical derivative). If we consider γt,ρ P L1pRq as distribution γt,ρ P D1pRq (see
[36, Section 6.11]), then we have the interpretation
Dγt,ρ “ ´Γ0t,ρ, (8.5)
see [36, Section 6.12] and Γ0t,ρ can be seen as distributional derivative of a distribution of L1-type.
Before we continue, let us list some facts we exploit later:
Remark 8.6. For f P DompΓ0ρq the following holds:
(1) DρF pt, xq “ xfpx` ¨q,Γ0t,ρy.
(2) One has that t ÞÑ dptq :“ }DρF pt, ¨q}BbpRq P r0,8s is non-decreasing.
(3) The process pDρF pt,XtqqtPr0,T q is a martingale.
(4) There exists a ca`dla`g modification ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q of pDρF pt,XtqqtPr0,T q such that
|ϕt| ď dpt`q on r0, T q ˆ Ω.
It will be useful to consider Γ0t,ρ as linear functional on semi-normed spaces:
Definition 8.7. For t P r0, T q and a linear space E Ď DompΓ0ρq equipped with a semi-norm | ¨ |E
we let }Γ0t,ρ}E˚ :“ inf c, where the infimum is taken over all c ą 0 such that
|xf,Γ0t,ρy| ď c|f |E for all f P E.
In this article we aim for estimates of type
}DρF pt, ¨q}BbpRq ď c(8.6)ptq|f |E for all f P E. (8.6)
If E contains only functions f such that fp0q “ 0 (to have a norm } ¨ }E rather than a semi-norm
| ¨ |E later) and are ’translation invariant’ in the sense that }f}E “ }x ÞÑ fpx0 ` xq ´ fpx0q}E for
any x0 P R, then the estimate (8.6) is equivalent to
|DρF pt, 0q| “ |xf,Γ0t,ρy| ď c(8.6)ptq}f}E for all f P E.
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This is the reasoning for the definition of xf,Γ0t,ρy, i.e. for the estimates (8.6) one does not
need to work with the Banach space BbpRq. One application of the results of this section are
the upper gradient estimates provided by Corollary 8.13 that can be seen as a counterpart to
Theorem 6.6 proved on the Wiener space. To prove Corollary 8.13 we use the interpolation result
Theorem 7.1 with end-point estimates derived by Theorem 8.9. As an application, inequality (8.15)
of Corollary 8.13 allows for BMO-estimates of pDρF pt,XtqqtPr0,T q after applying our Riemann-
Liouville operators to its ca`dla`g version by exploiting Theorem 8.11.
To start with, we introduce a variational quantity that is one key for us to obtain upper bounds
for gradient processes:
Definition 8.8. For η P r0, 1s and s P r0, T s we let
}Xs}TVpρ,ηq :“ inf
P
#ż
Rzt0u
P pzq1´ηρpdzq
+
P r0,8s,
where the infimum is taken over all measurable P : Rzt0u Ñ r0,8q such that
}Pz`Xs ´ PXs}TV
|z| ď P pzq for z P Rzt0u.
We use the potentials P to avoid a discussion about the measurability of the map z ÞÑ }Pz`Xs´
PXs}TV (which would not be necessary for us). We have the following special cases:
(1) }Xs}TVpρ,1q “ ρpRzt0uq ă 8 for s P r0, T s.
(2) }X0}TVpρ,ηq “ 21´η
ş
Rzt0u |z|η´1ρpdzq for η P r0, 1s.
(3) }Xs}TVpδz ,ηq “
´
}Pz`Xs´PXs}TV
|z|
¯1´η
ă 8, η P r0, 1s, if δz is the Dirac measure in z P Rzt0u.
We will not use }X0}TVpρ,ηq, whereas our idea is to use }Xs}TVpρ,ηq for s P p0, T s, where we
exploit the behaviour of }Pz`Xs ´ PXs}TV. This enables us to obtain the correct blow-up of
gradient processes when considering β-stable-like processes. Upper bounds for }Xs}TVpδz ,ηq can be
found in the literature, see [39, Theorem 3.1], Theorem 8.9(2) is a variant for our setting.
In Theorem 8.9 and Theorem 8.10 below we provide basic properties of Γ0t,ρ and Γ
1
t,ρ. We will
use Theorem 8.9 to deduce upper and Theorem 8.10 to deduce lower bounds for our gradient
processes. Moreover, Theorem 8.10 gives the interpretation (8.5) of Γ0t,ρ and Γ
1
t,ρ as distributions.
Theorem 8.9 (Properties of the functional Γ0t,ρ). Suppose that η P r0, 1s and pXtqtPr0,T s Ď Lη.
(1) If }Xs}TVpρ,ηq ă 8 for s P p0, T s, then Ho¨lηpRq Ď DompΓ0ρq and››Γ0t,ρ››pHo¨lηpRqq˚ ď }XT´t}TVpρ,ηq, (8.7)
where Ho¨lηpRq is equipped with the semi-norm |f |η,8 :“ }f ´ fp0q}Ho¨l0η,8pRq if η P p0, 1q.
(2) If t P r0, T q and XT´t has a density pT´t P C1pRq, then
}XT´t}TVpρ,ηq ď
ż
Rzt0u
˜
min
#
2
|z| ,
››››BpT´tBy
››››
L1pRq
+¸1´η
ρpdzq.
In particular, if σ ą 0, then pT´t P C1pRq with
››› BpT´tBy ›››
L1pRq
ď
b
2
πσ2
pT ´ tq´ 12 .
Proof. (1) First we remark that pXtqtPr0,T s Ď Lη implies that Ho¨lηpRq Ď DX . Moreover, for fixed
z P Rzt0u, t P r0, T q, and f P Ho¨l1pRq we obtain the estimateˇˇˇˇ
F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ď |f |1 (8.8)
and, for f P BbpRq and x1 P R,
|F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq| “
ˇˇˇˇż
R
pfpx` yq ´ fpx1qqPz`XT´tpdyq ´
ż
R
pfpx` yq ´ fpx1qqPXT´tpdyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
R
|fpx` yq ´ fpx1q| |Pz`XT´t ´ PXT´t |pdyq
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ď }f ´ fpx1q}BbpRq}Pz`XT´t ´ PXT´t}TV.
Therefore, ˇˇˇˇ
F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ď c(8.9)
}Pz`XT´t ´ PXT´t}TV
|z| (8.9)
for c(8.9) :“ }f}C0
b
pRq if f P C0b pRq (take x1 “ 0) and c(8.9) :“ |f |0 if f P Ho¨l0pRq (take the supremum
over x1 P R on the right-hand side). Moreover, real interpolation between (8.9) for C0b pRq and (8.8)
for Ho¨l01pRq (for fixed x and z) implies thatˇˇˇˇ
F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }f}Ho¨l0η,8pRq
„}Pz`XT´t ´ PXT´t}TV
|z|
1´η
(8.10)
for η P p0, 1q by (2.2). From (8.9) and (8.8) we deduce Ho¨lηpRq Ď DompΓ0ρq and (8.7) for η P
t0, 1u. If η P p0, 1q, then (8.10) implies Ho¨l0η,8pRq Ď DompΓ0ρq and (8.7) with Ho¨lηpRq replaced by
Ho¨l0η,8pRq. But if f P Ho¨lηpRq, then we replace f by f0 :“ f ´ fp0q P Ho¨l0η,8pRq and get (8.10)
with constant }f ´ fp0q}Ho¨l0η,8pRq. This concludes the proof of (1).
(2) We observe that
}Pz`XT´t ´ PXT´t}TV “ }pT´tp¨ ´ zq ´ pT´t}L1pRq “
ż
R
ˇˇˇˇż x
x´z
BpT´t
By pyqdy
ˇˇˇˇ
dx
ď signpzq
ż
R
ż x
x´z
ˇˇˇˇBpT´t
By pyq
ˇˇˇˇ
dydx
“ |z|
ż
R
ˇˇˇˇBpT´t
By pyq
ˇˇˇˇ
dy. (8.11)
As we have }Pz`XT´t ´ PXT´t}TV ď 2 as well, we obtain the first part of item (2). If σ ą 0 and
s P p0, T s, then the density of Xs is given by pspyq :“ EpσWs py´Jsq where pσWs is the C8-density
of σWs and satisfies››››BpsBy
››››
L1pRq
“
››››EBpσWsBy p¨ ´ Jsq
››››
L1pRq
ď
››››BpσWsBy
››››
L1pRq
“
c
2
πσ2
s´
1
2 . 
Theorem 8.10 (Properties of the functional Γ1t,ρ). Let t P r0, T q.
(1) One has
ş
R
γt,ρpvqdv “ ρpRzt0uq.
(2) One has DompΓ1ρq Ď DompΓ0ρq and for f P DompΓ1t,ρq and x P R that
DρF pt, xq “ xfx,Γ1t,ρy “ xfx,Γ0t,ρy if fxp¨q :“ fp¨ ` xq.
(3) If q, r P r1,8s, XT´t has a density pT´t P LrpRq, and s :“ mintr, qu, then
}γt,ρ}LqpRq ď }pT´t}LspRq
ż
Rzt0u
|z| 1q´ 1s ρpdzq.
Proof. Recall the notation Jpv; zq “ v ` r´z`, z´q. (1) follows fromż
R
γt,ρpvqdv “
ż
Rzt0u
ż
Ω
„ż
R
1tXT´tPJpv;zqu
1
|z|dv

dPρpdzq “
ż
Rzt0u
ż
Ω
dPρpdzq “ ρpRzt0uq.
(2) For f P DompΓ1ρq and x P R we observe thatż
Rzt0u
ˇˇˇˇ
F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ρpdzq ď
ż
Rzt0u
„ż
R
ˇˇˇˇ
fpx` z ` yq ´ fpx` yq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
PXT´tpdyq

ρpdzq
ď
ż
Rzt0u
ż
R
1
|z|
ż
px`y´z´,x`y`z`s
|f 1|pdvqPXT´tpdyqρpdzq
“
ż
R
«ż
Rzt0u
1
|z|
ż
R
1px`y´z´,x`y`z`spvqPXT´tpdyqρpdzq
ff
|f 1|pdvq
“
ż
R
«ż
Rzt0u
PpXT´t P Jpv ´ x; zqq
|z| ρpdzq
ff
|f 1|pdvq
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“
ż
R
γt,ρpv ´ xq|f 1|pdvq
which implies DompΓ1ρq Ď DompΓ0ρq and also enables us to compute, exactly along the previous
computation,ż
Rzt0u
F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq
z
ρpdzq “
ż
R
«ż
Rzt0u
PpXT´t P Jpv; zqq
|z| ρpdzq
ff
pfxq1pdvq.
(3) Let z ­“ 0. Then the assertion follows from
}PpXT´t P Jp¨; zqq}LqpRq “ |z|
››››› 1|z|
ż
Jp¨;zq
pT´tpyqdy
›››››
LqpRq
ď |z|1´ 1s
›››v ÞÑ ››1Jpv;zqpT´t››LspRq›››LqpRq
ď |z|1´ 1s
›››y ÞÑ ››1Jp¨;zqpyqpT´tpyq››LqpRq›››LspRq
“ |z|1´ 1s
›››y ÞÑ ››1Jp¨;zqpyq››LqpRq pT´tpyq›››LspRq
“ |z|1´ 1s` 1q }pT´t}LspRq ,
where we use Ho¨lder’s inequality for the first inequality and (2.1) in the second one. 
We return to the Riemann-Liouville type operators and aim for correct upper bounds for (say)
}Iαϕ´ ϕ0}BMO2pr0,T qq. Point-wise bounds for }DρF pt, ¨q}BbpRq, in the sense that t P r0, T q is fixed,
will not yield to optimal results. Instead, we exploit integral bounds expressed by ~f~ρ,α below.
Theorem 8.11. Assume that α ą 0, f P DompΓ0ρq, and
~f~2ρ,α :“
2α
T 2α
ż T
0
pT ´ tq2α´1}DρF pt, ¨q}2BbpRqdt ă 8,
and define
εpaq2 :“ 2α
T 2α
ż T
a
pT ´ tq2α´1}DρF pt, ¨q}2BbpRqdt ď ~f~2ρ,α
so that εpaq Ó 0 if a Ò T . For a ca`dla`g modification ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q of pDρF pt,XtqqtPr0,T q one has
(1)
`
T´a
T
˘α }DρF pa, ¨q}BbpRq ď εpaq for a P r0, T q,
(2) EFa
“|Iαt ϕ´ Iαa ϕ|2‰ ď εpaq2 a.s. for 0 ď a ă t ă T ,
(3)
››pIαt ϕ´ Iαa ϕqtPra,T q››BMO2pra,T qq ď 3εpaq for a P r0, T q.
Proof. (1) follows from
pT ´ aq2α
2α
}DρF pa, ¨q}2BbpRq “
ż T
a
pT ´ tq2α´1}DρF pa, ¨q}2BbpRqdt
ď
ż T
a
pT ´ tq2α´1}DρF pt, ¨q}2BbpRqdt “
T 2α
2α
εpaq2.
(2) We assume B P Fa of positive measure and apply Proposition 3.8, formula (3.4), to getż
B
|Iαt ϕ´ Iαa ϕ|2dPB “ 2γT´2α
ż
B
ż T
a
pT ´ uq2α´1 |ϕu^t ´ ϕa|2 dudPB
ď 2αT´2α
ż
B
ż T
a
pT ´ uq2α´1 |ϕu^t|2 dudPB
ď 2αT´2α
ż T
a
pT ´ uq2α´1 }DρF pu, ¨q}2BbpRq du
“ εpaq2.
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(3) Because BMO2pra, T qq is invariant when passing to modifications, we may assume the bound
from Remark 8.6(4) for ϕ and use Proposition 3.3(3) in order to get
|∆Iαt ϕ| “
ˆ
T ´ t
T
˙α
|∆ϕt| ď 2εptq on r0, T q ˆ Ω.
The statement follows from item (2), Proposition A.4, and Proposition A.5(1) (applied to the time
interval ra, T q). 
Theorem 8.12 (End point estimate). Let X “ pXtqtPr0,T s be a Le´vy process. If there are ε P p0, 1q
and β P p0,8s such that
c(8.12) :“ sup
nPN
2εnρpt2´n ď |z| ă 2´n`1uq ă 8, (8.12)
c(8.13) :“ sup
sPp0,T s
sup
zPsupppρqzt0u
s
1
β
}Pz`Xs ´ PXs}TV
|z| ă 8, (8.13)
then, for η P r0, 1´ εq there is a constant c “ cpε, β, η, c(8.12), c(8.13)q ą 0 such that
}Xs}TVpρ,ηq ď c s
ǫ`η´1
β for s P p0, T s.
Proof. With Apzq :“ p2{|z|q1´η and γ :“ 1´η
β
P r0,8q we get
}Xs}TVpρ,ηq ď
ż
supppρqzt0u
ˆ
min
"
2
|z| , c(8.13)s
´ 1
β
*˙1´η
ρpdzq “
ż
supppρqzt0u
mintApzq, c1´η(8.13)s´γuρpdzq.
Moreover, for κ :“ ε1´η P p0, 1q, our assumption implies
ρpt2n ă A ď 2n`1uq ď c(8.14)2´κn for n P N0 (8.14)
with some c(8.14) “ cpc(8.12), εq ą 0. Then we use the first step of the proof of Theorem 7.1 and
the relation pκ´ 1qγ “
´
ε
1´η ´ 1
¯
1´η
β
“ ε`η´1
β
. 
Corollary 8.13. Assume that pXtqtPr0,T s Ď L1 and either that
(1) σ ą 0, β “ 2, or
(2) σ “ 0, pε, βq P p0, 1q ˆ p1, 2q, and that (8.12) and (8.13) hold.
Then one has for η P p0, 1´ εq, α :“ 1´pε`ηq
β
P
´
0, 1
β
¯
, and q P r1,8s that Ho¨l0η,qpRq Ď DompΓ0ρq
and ››t ÞÑ pT ´ tqα}DρF pt, ¨q}BbpRq››Lqpp0,T s, dtT´t q ď cpqq(8.15)}f}Ho¨l0η,qpRq (8.15)
for f P Ho¨l0η,qpRq, where cpqq(8.15) ą 0 is a constant independent from f . In particular, for q “ 2 we
obtain
~f~ρ,α ď
?
2α
Tα
c
p2q
(8.15)}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq. (8.16)
Proof. In case of (1) we have Ho¨l0η,8pRq Ď DompΓ0ρq for all η P p0, 1q by Theorem 8.9. In case
of (2) we have Ho¨l0η,8pRq Ď DompΓ0ρq for η P p0, 1 ´ εq by Theorem 8.12 and Theorem 8.9. To
interpolate we choose 0 ă η0 ă η ă η1 ă 1´ ε and find a δ P p0, 1q with η “ p1´ δqη0` δη1. Then,
by (8.10),
sup
xPR
ˇˇˇˇ
F pt, x` zq ´ F pt, xq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }f}Ho¨l0ηi,8pRq
„}Pz`XT´t ´ PXT´t}TV
|z|
1´ηi
ď }f}Ho¨l0ηi,8pRqmintApzq, c
1´ηi
(8.13)pT ´ tq´γiu
with γi :“ 1´ηiβ and Aipzq :“ p2{|z|q1´ηi . Let κi :“ ε1´ηi . As in the proof of Theorem 8.12 we get
sup
nPN0
2κinρpt2n ă Ai ď 2n`1uq ă 8.
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Now the statement follows from Theorem 7.1, where we note that
p1 ´ δqp1´ κ0qγ0 ` δp1 ´ κ1qγ1 “ α,
and the reiteration theorem in the form of (2.5). 
Remark 8.14. The assumption on the existence of the density pT´t of a Le´vy process is a time
dependent distributional property (see, e.g., [38, Ch.5]). In Theorem 8.9 and Theorem 8.10 we
used }BpT´t{Bx}L1pRq and }pT´t}LspRq. Results for Bpt{Bx and pt for a Le´vy process can be found,
for example, in [29, 31, 39, 42].
8.4. Lower bounds for the oscillation of gradient processes. Theorem 8.19 and Theorem 8.20
are the main results of this section. Their background is Proposition 8.2 where we compute the
gradient of the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe projection. Theorem 8.19 proves the maximal oscil-
lation of these gradients and Theorem 8.20 determines the quantitative behaviour of the maximal
oscillation as a counterpart to Corollary 8.13.
To handle the oscillation we exploit the supports of the laws PXt and transform the Le´vy process
pXtqtPr0,T s into the process pYtqtPr0,T s below which has independent and stationary increments as
well. The statements Theorem 8.16, Example 8.17, and Example 8.18, are formulated for the
Y -process, before we return to the X-process. Let us start with the basic setting of this section:
Assumption 8.15. (1) In the notation of Example 5.6 we use supppXtq “ Q` ℓt, t P p0, T s, and
Yt “ pXt ´ ℓtq1tXtPsupppXtqu for t P r0, T s.
(2) The function H : r0, T q ˆQÑ R is Y -consistent, which means
(a) Hpt, ¨q is continuous on Q for all t P r0, T q,
(b) E|Hpt, y ` Yt´sq| ă 8 for all 0 ď s ď t ă T and y P Q,
(c) EHpt, y ` Yt´sq “ Hps, yq for all 0 ď s ď t ă T and y P Q.
(3) ρ is a probability measure on BpRq.
The reason for this definition is the following statement:
Theorem 8.16. Let H be Y -consistent and ϕt :“ Hpt, Ytq, t P r0, T q. Then ϕ “ pϕtqtPr0,T q is a
martingale of maximal L8-oscillation with constant 2. Moreover, if for all t P r0, T q there is an
t P pt, T q such that Hpt, Ytq P L2, then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) inftPp0,T qOsctpϕq “ 0.
(2) ϕt “ ϕ0 a.s. for all t P p0, T q.
Item 2 implies a forward uniqueness: If there is an s P p0, T q such that ϕ0 “ ϕs a.s., then the
martingale is constant a.s.
Proof of Theorem 8.16. The martingale property follows by the definition and the maximal L8-
oscillation with constant 2 follows from Example 5.6. Regarding the equivalence we only need to
show (1)ñ(2). For 0 ă s ă t ă T , y11, y12 P Q and ω P pYt ´ Ysq´1pQq we obtain that
}ϕt ´ ϕs}L8 “ sup
y,y1PQ
|Hpt, y ` y1q ´Hps, y1q|
ě |Hpt, y11 ` pYt ´ Ysqpωq ` y12 ` Yspωqq ´Hps, y12 ` Yspωqq|
“ |Hpt, y11 ` y12 ` Ytpωqq ´Hps, y12 ` Yspωqq|,
where the first inequality comes from ϕt ´ϕs “ Hpt, Yt ´ Ys ` Ysq ´Hps, Ysq, supppYt ´ Ys, Ysq “
QˆQ, and from the continuity of QˆQ Q py, y1q ÞÑ Hpt, y ` y1q ´Hps, y1q. This implies
}ϕt ´ ϕs}L8 ě sup
y,y1PQ
|EHpt, y ` y1 ` Ytq ´ EHps, y1 ` Ysq| “ sup
y,y1PQ
|Hp0, y ` y1q ´Hp0, y1q|
ě sup
yPQ
|Hp0, yq ´Hp0, 0q|.
For s “ 0 we use the same idea with y1 “ y12 “ 0 to get }ϕt ´ ϕ0}L8 ě supyPQ |Hp0, yq ´Hp0, 0q|.
So (1) yields to C :“ Hp0, 0q “ Hp0, yq for all y P Q. Fix 0 ď t ă t ă T as in our assumption.
According to Lemma D.1, we have a chaos expansion
Hpt, Ytq “ EHpt, Ytq `
8ÿ
n“1
In
´
h˜n1
bn
r0,ts
¯
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with h˜n P L2pµbnq. For ∆t :“ t ´ t ą 0 this implies EF∆trHpt, Ytqs a.s.“ rEHpt, Y∆t ` rYtq “
Hp0, Y∆tq “ C and
C “ EF∆trHpt, Ytqs “ EHpt, Ytq `
8ÿ
n“1
In
´
h˜n1
bn
r0,∆ts
¯
a.s.
Therefore, h˜n “ 0 in L2pµbnq for all n ě 1, which yields Hpt, Ytq “ C a.s. Since supppYtq “ Q “
supppYtq, together with the continuity of Hpt, ¨q on Q, we derive that Hpt, yq “ C for all y P Q.
Therefore ϕt “ Hpt, Ytq “ C a.s. 
The next two results provide the fundamental examples of Y -consistent functions:
Example 8.17. We assume
(1) that k : Q Ñ R is a Borel function with E|kpy ` Ysq| ă 8 for ps, yq P r0, T s ˆ Q and that
K : r0, T q ˆQÑ R with Kpt, yq :“ Ekpy ` YT´tq satisfies
E
ż
Qzt0u
ˇˇˇˇ
Kpt, y ` Yδ ` zq ´Kpt, y ` Yδq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ρpdzq ă 8 for 0 ď δ ď t ă T,
(2) that y ÞÑ Kpt, yq is continuous on Q for t P r0, T q,
(3) that for all pt, yq P r0, T qˆQ there is an ε ą 0 such the family of functions z ÞÑ Kpt,y1`zq´Kpt,y1q
z
,
indexed by y1 P Q with |y ´ y1| ă ε, is uniformly integrable on pQzt0u, ρq.
Then we obtain an Y -consistent function by
Hpt, yq :“
ż
Qzt0u
Kpt, y ` zq ´Kpt, yq
z
ρpdzq for pt, yq P r0, T q ˆQ.
Proof. (2b) Taking δ “ 0 in assumption (1), we see that Hpt, yq is well-defined, and for δ :“ t´ s
we obtain that
E|Hpt, y ` Yt´sq| ď E
ż
Qzt0u
ˇˇˇˇ
Kpt, y ` Yt´s ` zq ´Kpt, y ` Yt´sq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ρpdzq ă 8. (8.17)
(2c) Because of (8.17) we can apply Fubini’s theorem to get
EHpt, y ` Yt´sq “ E
ż
Qzt0u
Kpt, y ` Yt´s ` zq ´Kpt, y ` Yt´sq
z
ρpdzq
“
ż
Qzt0u
EKpt, y ` Yt´s ` zq ´ EKpt, y ` Yt´sq
z
ρpdzq
“
ż
Qzt0u
Kps, y ` zq ´Kps, yq
z
ρpdzq
“ Hps, yq
where we use EKpt, y ` Yt´sq “ Kps, yq. (2a) If we have yn, y P Q with yn Ñ y, then we take
ε “ εpt, yq ą 0 from assumption (3) and obtain limnHpt, ynq “ Hpt, yq by the uniform integrability
imposed in (3) and assumption (2). 
Example 8.18. Let σ ą 0. Then Q “ R and the following holds:
(1) If k : RÑ R is a Borel function with E|kpYT q|q ă 8 for some q P p1,8q, then E|kpy`YT´tq| ă
8 for pt, yq P r0, T s ˆ R. If Kpt, yq :“ Ekpy ` YT´tq on r0, T s ˆ R, then Kpt, ¨q P C8pRq for
t P r0, T q and we obtain a Y -consistent function H : r0, T q ˆ RÑ R by
Hpt, yq :“ BKBy pt, yq with Hpt, yq “
1
σ
E
„
kpy ` YT´tqWT´t
T ´ t

.
(2) If k P Ho¨lηpRq for some η P r0, 1s (and E|kpYT q|q ă 8 as above if η P p0, 1s), then
}Hpt, ¨q}BbpRq ď |k|ηση´1pT ´ tq
η´1
2
ż
R
|x|η`1 e´ x
2
2
dx?
2π
. (8.18)
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Proof. Q “ R follows from [38, Theorem 24.10]. (1) Let k ě 0, J :“ Y ´ σW , and fix t P r0, T q.
(a) Since E|kpσWT ` Jt ` pJT ´ Jtqq|q “ E|kpYT q|q ă 8, independence and Fubini’s theorem
yield to E|kpσWT ` at ` pJT ´ Jtqq|q ă 8 for some at P R. If
N ptq :“ tx P R : E|kpσx` at ` pJT ´ Jtqq|q “ 8u,
then N ptq is a Borel set of Lebesgue measure zero. We define
f ptqpxq :“ 1Nct pxq Ekpσx ` at ` pJT ´ Jtqq
so that E|f ptqpWT q|q ă 8. Now we can apply [19, Lemma A.2] to f ptq and get for ps, xq P r0, T qˆR
and F ptqps, xq :“ Ef ptqpx`WT´sq that
F ptqps, ¨q P C8pRq and BF
ptq
Bx ps, xq “ Ef
ptqpx `WT´sqWT´s
T ´ s .
(b) Because k ě 0, N ptq has Lebesgue measure zero, and T ´ t ą 0, we verify by Fubini’s theorem
(regardless of the finiteness of the integrals) that
Kpt, yq “ F ptq
ˆ
t,
y ´ at
σ
˙
ă 8 so that Kpt, ¨q P C8pRq.
(c) We choose q˜ P p1, qq so that Ekpy` YT ´ Ysq|WT ´Wt| ď cq˜,T´t}kpy` YT ´ Ysq}Lq˜ ă 8 where
the finiteness of the last term is obtained as in (a-b) by starting with the function y ÞÑ kpyqq˜. This
moment estimate enables us to apply Fubini’s theorem in the sequel.
(d) Using [19, Lemma A.2] we deduce that
σ
BK
By pt, yq “
BF ptq
Bx
ˆ
t,
y ´ at
σ
˙
“ Ef ptq
ˆ
y ´ at
σ
`WT´t
˙
WT´t
T ´ t
“ EprEkpy ` σWT´t ` rJT´tqqWT´t
T ´ t “ Ekpy ` YT´tq
WT´t
T ´ t
(e) To check EBKBy pt, y ` Yt´sq “ BKBy ps, yq for s P r0, ts we have to verify
E
„
kpy ` YT ´ YsqWT ´Wt
T ´ t

“ E
„
kpy ` YT ´ YsqWT ´Ws
T ´ s

.
As WT´Wt
T´t ´ WT´WsT´s is of mean zero and independent of YT ´ Ys, the last equality is true. To
conclude the proof of (1) we remove the assumption k ě 0 by considering the positive and negative
parts separately.
(2) Now we additionally assume that k P Ho¨lηpRq. Assume that t P r0, T q and y “ σx` at with
x R N ptq and N ptq defined as in step (a). Then E|kpy ` JT´tq| “ E|kpσx ` at ` JT´tq| ă 8 andˇˇˇˇBK
By pt, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
1
σ
E
„
kpy ` YT´tqWT´t
T ´ t
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 1
σ
E
ˇˇˇˇ„
pkpy ` YT´tq ´ kpy ` JT´tqq WT´t
T ´ t
ˇˇˇˇ
ď |k|η
σ
E
„
|σWT´t|η |WT´t|
T ´ t

“ |k|ηση´1pT ´ tq
η´1
2 E|g|η`1.
Because λpN ptqq “ 0 and y ÞÑ BKBy pt, yq continuous, the estimate is true for all y P R. 
Now we are in a position to return to the setting of Proposition 8.2:
Theorem 8.19 (Maximal oscillation). Suppose that
(a) the Le´vy process pXtqtPr0,T s is an L2-martingale and ρ :“ µ{µpRq,
(b) η P r0, 1s and }Xs}TVpρ,ηq ă 8 for all s P p0, T s if η P r0, 1q,
(c) f P Ho¨lηpRq, where we additionally assume that y ÞÑ fpy`ℓT q is continuous on Q if η “ σ “ 0.
Then f P DompΓ0ρq and, additionally, F pt, ¨q P C8pRq for t P r0, T q if σ ą 0. Letting ϕt :“
DρF pt,Xtq for t P r0, T q, the following holds:
(1) }ϕt}L8 “ supxPsupppXtq |Dρpt, xq| for t P r0, T q.
(2) pϕtqtPr0,T q is an L2-martingale of maximal oscillation with constant 2.
(3) Unless ϕt “ ϕ0 a.s. for all t P r0, T q, one has inftPp0,T qOsctpϕq ą 0.
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Proof. Theorem 8.9 implies that f P DompΓ0ρq. Now we let kpyq :“ fpy ` ℓT q and Kpt, yq :“
Ekpy ` YT´tq for pt, yq P r0, T q ˆQ, so that
Kpt, yq “ F pt, y ` ℓtq for pt, yq P r0, T q ˆQ. (8.19)
Let
Hpt, yq :“ ρpt0uqBKBy pt, yq `
ż
Qzt0u
Kpt, y ` zq ´Kpt, yq
z
ρpdzq for pt, yq P r0, T q ˆQ.
(a) H is Y -consistent: By Example 8.18 and E|kpYT q|2 ă 8 the first term ρpt0uqBKBy is well-defined
and Y -consistent given ρpt0uq ą 0. For the second term we verify the assumptions of Example 8.17:
Assumption (1) follows by (8.19) and f P DompΓ0ρq.
Assumption (2) follows by Example 8.18 if σ ą 0. If σ “ 0, then k : Q Ñ R is continuous
by assumption. Then we use k P Ho¨lηpRq and YT´t P L2 to deduce the uniform integrability of
pkpyn ` YT´tqqnPN if yn Ñ y in Q which implies the continuity of Kpt, ¨q on Q for t P r0, T q.
Assumption (3) follows from the proof of Theorem 8.9(1) that givesˇˇˇˇ
Kpt, y ` zq ´Kpt, yq
z
ˇˇˇˇ
ď cηpfq}Pz`XT´t ´ PXT´t}1´ηTV |z|η´1. (8.20)
(b) We have supyPQ |Hpt, yq| ă 8 for all t P r0, T q because of (8.18) and (8.20).
Now assertion (1) follows from the continuity of Hpt, ¨q on Q, which implies the continuity of
DρF pt, ¨q on supppXtq. Assertions (2) and (3) follow from Theorem 8.16 and again by DρF pt, xq “
Hpt, x´ ℓtq for x P supppXtq (supppX0q “ t0u Ď Q) which implies DρF pt,Xtq “ Hpt, Ytq a.s. 
Now we provide the corresponding lower bounds for Corollary 8.13. The conditions (8.21) and
(8.22) are a counterpart to (8.12) and (8.13) assumed in Corollary 8.13.
Theorem 8.20 (Size of maximal oscillation). Suppose that
(a) the Le´vy process pXtqtPr0,T s is an L2-martingale and ρ :“ µ{µpRq,
(b) η P r0, 1q and }Xs}TVpρ,ηq ă 8 for all s P p0, T s,
(c) fη : RÑ R P Ho¨lηpRq is given by fηpxq :“ px_ 0qη if η P p0, 1q and f0pxq :“ 1r0,8qpxq.
If Fηpt, xq :“ Efηpx`XT´tq for pt, xq P r0, T q ˆ R, then one has
(1) inftPr0,T qpT ´ tq1´
1`η
2
BFη
Bx pt, 0q ą 0 if σ ą 0,
(2) inftPr0,T qpT ´ tq1´
1`η
β DρFηpt, 0q ą 0 if σ “ 0 and β P r1` η, 2q,
ρpr´ε, εsq ě c(8.21)ε2´β for ε P p0, ε(8.21)s, (8.21)
inf
|v|_|z|ďc˜(8.22)s
1
β ,z ­“0
PpXs P Jpv; zqq
|z| ě c(8.22)s
´ 1
β for s P p0, T s, (8.22)
for some constants c(8.21), ε(8.21), c(8.22), c˜(8.22) ą 0 and where Jpv; zq “ v ` r´z`, z´q.
Proof. (1) For s P p0, T s we let ps “ pσWs ˚ PJs be the continuous density of the law of Xs (see
Theorem 8.9(2)). Then we have
pspxq “ 1
σ
?
2πs
ż
R
e´
px´zq2
2σ2s PJspdzq ě
1
σ
?
2πs
e´
x2
σ2s
ż
R
e´
z2
σ2s PJspdzq ě c(8.23)s´
1
2 e´
x2
σ2s (8.23)
with c(8.23) :“ pσ
?
2πq´1 e´σ´2
ş
R
z2νpdzq because by Jensen’s inequality,ż
R
e´
z2
σ2s PJspdzq ě e´σ
´2s´1EJ2s “ e´σ´2
ş
R
z2νpdzq ą 0.
Moreover, for x “ 0 and ε ą 0 we have
BFη
Bx pt, 0q “ η
ż 8
0
vη´1pT´tpvqdv ě
„
inf
vPr0,εs
pT´tpvq

εη
for η P p0, 1q, where the first equality follows by a direct computation, and (1) follows with
ε :“ ?T ´ t. If η “ 0, then BFηBx pt, 0q “ pT´tp0q ě c(8.23)pT ´ tq´
1
2 .
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(2) Let ε “ dpT ´ tq 1β :“ mintc˜(8.22), ε(8.21)T´
1
β upT ´ tq 1β . We observe that Fηpt,x`zq´Fηpt,xq
z
ě 0
for all z P Rzt0u and that f 1 in the sense of measure is a non-negative measure. For this reason we
can use the proof of item (2) of Theorem 8.10 without checking integrability assumptions to getż
Rzt0u
Fηpt, zq ´ Fηpt, 0q
z
ρpdzq “
ż
R
ż
Rzt0u
PpXT´t P Jpv; zqq
|z| ρpdzqf
1
ηpdvq
ě
ż
|v|ďε
ż
0ă|z|ďε
PpXT´t P Jpv; zqq
|z| ρpdzqf
1
ηpdvq
ě inf
0ă|z|ďε,|v|ďε
PpXT´t P Jpv; zqq
|z| ε
ηρpr´ε, εsq
ě c(8.22)pT ´ tq´
1
β pdpT ´ tq 1β qηc(8.21)pdpT ´ tq
1
β q2´β
“ d1pT ´ tq 1`ηβ ´1. 
8.5. Sharpness of the results - β-stable-like processes. In this section we assume a Le´vy
process X “ pXtqtPr0,T s with σ “ 0, which is an L2-martingale, and β P p1, 2q such that the Le´vy
measure satisfies νpdzq “ pνpzqdz, where pν is symmetric and
0 ă lim inf
|z|Ñ0
|z|1`βpνpzq ď lim sup
|z|Ñ0
|z|1`βpνpzq ă 8. (8.24)
We consider a functional D P L2pR, µq with D ě 0 and
ş
R
D2dµ ą 0, and set
dρ :“ 1ş
R
Ddµ
Ddµ.
Given ε P p0, 1q, the small-ball assumption (8.12) on the functional D : L2pR0, µq Ñ R reads asˆż
R
Ddµ
˙
sup
nPN
2εnρpt2´n ď |z| ă 2´n`1uq “ sup
nPN
2εn
ż
r2´n,2´n`1q
Ddµ ă 8. (8.25)
Given f P DX XL2pR,PXT q, we also discuss the Riemann approximation of the stochastic integralż
p0,T q
ϕt´pf, ρqdXDt
that represents by Proposition 8.2 the Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe projection of fpXT q on IpXDq
up to a factor. The corresponding error process with respect to the time-net τ “ ttiuni“0 P T is
Etpf ; τ,Dq :“
ż
p0,ts
ϕs´pf, ρqdXDs ´
nÿ
i“1
ϕti´1´pf, ρqpXDti^t ´XDti´1^tq, t P r0, T q.
Theorem 8.21. Let η P p0, 1´ εq, α :“ 1´pε`ηq
β
, θ :“ 1 ´ 2α, and assume that the functional D
satisfies the ε-small ball property (8.25). Then Ho¨l0η,2pRq Ď DompΓ0ρq and the following holds:
Upper bounds: For f P Ho¨lη,2pRq and the parameters Θ :“ pβ, ν, ε,D, η, T q the following holds:
(1) There is a c(8.26) “ cpΘq ą 0 such that one has
sup
tPr0,T q
pT ´ tqα}ϕtpf, ρq}L8 ` }Iαϕpf, ρq ´ ϕ0pf, ρq}BMO2pr0,T qq ď c(8.26)}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq, (8.26)
lim
aÒT
›››pIαt ϕpf, ρq ´ Iαa ϕpf, ρqqtPra,T q›››
BMO2pra,T qq
“ 0. (8.27)
(2) There is a c(8.28) “ cpΘq ą 0 such that one has
}Epf ; τ,Dq}bmo2pr0,T qq ď c(8.28)
a
}τ}θ }f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq. (8.28)
(3) ϕpf, ρq has maximal oscillation with constant 2.
(4) Unless ϕpf, ρq is almost surely constant, one has inftPr0,T qOsctpϕpf, ρqq ą 0.
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(5) If p P r2,8q, then there is a c(8.29) ą 0 such that for 0 ď a ă t ă T , Φ P CL`pr0, tsq with
1_ |∆Xs| ď Φs on r0, ts, supuPr0,tsΦu P Lp, and λ ą 0 one has
PFa
`|Etpf ; τθn, Dq ´ Eapf ; τθn, Dq| ą λ˘ ď c(8.29)min
$&% 1nλ2 , E
Fa
”
supuPra,tsΦ
p
u
ı
λppT ´ tqpα
,.- a.s. (8.29)
Lower bounds: For D ” 1 we can take ε “ 2 ´ β and there is an fη P Ho¨lηpRq such that for
ϕt :“ ϕtpfη, ρq one has:
(6) inftPp0,T qpT ´ tqαOsctpϕq ą 0.
(7) There is a c(8.30) ą 0 such that for all τ “ ttiuni“0 P T with }τ}θ “ tk´tk´1pT´tk´1q1´θ one has
inf
ϑi´1PL0pFti´1q
sup
aPrtk´1,tkq
››››››EFa
»–ż
pa,T q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu ´ nÿ
i“1
ϑi´11pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
du
fifl››››››
8
ě c2(8.30)}τ}θ. (8.30)
(8) }Epf ; τ, 1q}bmo2pr0,T qq ě
a
µpRqc(8.30)
a}τ}θ for all τ P T .
Remark 8.22. From the above theorem we get that
}ϕtpf, ρq}L8 ď c(8.26)pT ´ tq´
1´pε`ηq
β }f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq.
Let us take a sequence of real numbers |zl| “ 2´l, l P N, and consider the corresponding Dirac-
measures ρl “ δzl . Suppose that the small ball condition
ρlpt2´n ď |z| ă 2´n`1uq ď c(8.12)2´εn
holds uniformly in l and n. Because ρlpt2´l ď |z| ă 2´l`1uq “ 1 this implies that 1 ď c(8.12)2´εn
for all n P N and finally ε “ 0. If we interpret f P BbpRq as η “ 0, then we would get an exponent
pT ´ tq´ 1´pε`ηqβ “ pT ´ tq´ 1β
which is the upper bound of [39, Theorem 1.3].
For the proof of the theorem we first need the following Lemma:
Lemma 8.23. For 0 ď a ď t P I, 0 ă r ă p ă 8, Y P CL0pIq, Φ,Φ P CL`pr0, tsq with Φs ď Φs
for s P r0, ts and supuPr0,tsΦu P Lp, and for λ ą 0 one has, a.s.,
PFap|Yt ´ Ya| ą λq
ď c(8.31)min
$&%Φraλr }Y }rbmoΦr pr0,tsq, E
Fa
”
supuPra,tsΦ
p
u
ı
λp
r}Y }p
bmoΦr pr0,tsq
` |∆Y |p
Φ,r0,tss
,.- (8.31)
where c(8.31) ą 0 depends at most on pr, pq.
Proof. First we observe that
PFap|Yt ´ Ya| ą λq ď
Φra
λr
}Y }rbmoΦr a.s. (8.32)
Moreover, from Proposition A.5(1) we know that
}Y }BMOΦr pr0,tsq ď 2
p 1r´1q`
”
}Y }
bmoΦr pr0,tsq ` |∆Y |Φ,r0,ts
ı
. (8.33)
Using Proposition A.6(2) this yields to
pEFar|Yt ´ Ya|psq 1p ď c(A.2)}Y }BMOΦr pr0,tsq
˜
EFa
«
sup
uPra,ts
Φ
p
u
ff¸ 1
p
a.s.
which implies
PFap|Yt ´ Ya| ą λq ď
c
p
(A.2)
λp
}Y }p
BMOΦr pr0,tsq
EFa
«
sup
uPra,ts
Φ
p
u
ff
. (8.34)
Combining (8.32), (8.34), and (8.33) implies our statement. 
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Proof of Theorem 8.21. (a) Estimates on the density of Xs. Let ψ be the characteristic ex-
ponent of X , i.e. E eiuXs “ e´sψpuq (see [38, Theorem 8.1]) for s P r0, T s. By (8.24) we obtain
0 ă lim inf
|u|Ñ8
Reψpuq
|u|β ď lim sup|u|Ñ8
Reψpuq
|u|β ă 8. (8.35)
If s P p0, T s, then Xs has a density ps P C8pRq with lim|x|Ñ8pBmps{Bxmqpxq “ 0 for m P N0 by
[34] (see [38, Proposition 28.3]). We combine (8.35) with [39, Theorem 1.3] and [31, Lemma 4.1]
and obtain s0 P p0, T s and c0 ą 0 such that }Bps{Bx}L1pRq ď c0s´
1
β for s P p0, s0s. If s P ps0, T s,
then }Bps{Bx}L1pRq “ }pBps0{Bxq ˚ ps´s0}L1pRq ď c0s
´ 1
β
0 , so that››››BpsBx
››››
L1pRq
ď c(8.36)s´
1
β for s P p0, T s (8.36)
with c(8.36) :“ c0 _ c0p Ts0 q
1
β . On the other hand, by (8.35) there is a c(8.37) “ cpβ, pνq ą 0 such
that, for s P p0, T s,
1
c(8.37)
s´
1
β ď
ż
R
e´sReψpuq du and
ż
R
e´sReψpuq |u|du ď c(8.37)s´
2
β . (8.37)
When pν is symmetric, then ps is symmetric and 0 P supppXsq for s P p0, T s. Combining (8.37)
with the proof of [30, Lemma 7] yields c(8.38), c˜(8.38) ą 0, not depending on pt, xq, such that
pspxq ě c(8.38)s´
1
β for |x| ă c˜(8.38)s
1
β and s P p0, T s. (8.38)
(b) Upper bounds: (8.13) follows from (8.36) and (8.11). Theorem 8.12 gives }Xs}TVpρ,ηq ă 8
for s P p0, T s and η P p0, 1 ´ εq and Ho¨l0η,2pRq Ď DompΓ0ρq by Theorem 8.9. Now let us check our
assertions:
(1) follows from Corollary 8.13 and Theorem 8.11.
(2) For 0 ď a ď t ă T we use Itoˆ’s isometry and and choose dxXDyu “
`ş
R
D2dµ
˘
du to get,
a.s.,
EFa
“|Etpf ; τ,Dq ´ Eapf ; τ,Dq|2‰ “ EFa
»–ż t
a
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕu´pf, ρq ´ nÿ
i“1
ϕti´1´pf, ρq1pti´1,tispuq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
dxXDyu
fifl
“
ˆż
R
D2dµ
˙
EFarrϕpf, ρq, τ st ´ rϕpf, ρq, τ sas
where we use ϕupf, ρq “ ϕu´pf, ρq a.s., u P r0, T q, which follows from the chaos expansion. Hence
1`ş
R
D2dµ
˘ }Epf ; τ,Dq}2bmo2pr0,T qq “ }rϕpf, ρq, τ s}bmo1pr0,T qq “ }rϕpf, ρq, τ s}BMO1pr0,T qq . (8.39)
Next we use inequality (8.16) and observe that
pT ´ tq2α
2α
}ϕtpf, ρq}2L8 “ }ϕtpf, ρq}2L8
ż
rt,T q
pT ´ uq2α´1du ď
ż
r0,T q
pT ´ uq2α´1}DρF pu, ¨q}2BbpRqdu
ď c2(8.16)}f}2Ho¨l0η,2pRq ă 8
which implies
}ϕtpf, ρq ´ ϕ0pf, ρq}L8 ď 2c(8.16)
?
2αpT ´ tq´α}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq
and }DρF pt, ¨q}BbpRq ď
?
2αc(8.16)pT ´ tq´α}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq. From this, for 0 ď s ď a ă T the proof of
Lemma C.1 gives
}ϕapf, ρq ´ ϕspf, ρq}L8 ď 4c(8.16)
?
2α
pT ´ sq θ2
pT ´ aq 12 }f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq.
Now (2) follows from last inequality, (8.26), and Theorem 4.7 (equation (4.6)). Assertions (3) and
(4) are a consequence of Theorem 8.19. Regarding (5) we first observe that››Epf ; τθn, Dq››bmo2pr0,T qq ď c(8.28)b}τθn}θ }f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq ď c(8.28)
c
T θ
θn
}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq. (8.40)
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Moreover, one has a.s. that
|∆Espf ; τθn, Dq| ď 2
?
2αc(8.16)pT ´ sq´α|∆XDs |}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq for s P r0, ts
where we use }DρF ps, ¨q}BbpRq ď
?
2αc(8.16)pT ´ sq´α}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq and Remark 8.6(4). Hence
|∆Epf ; τθn , Dq|Φ,r0,ts ď 2
?
2αc(8.16)pT ´ tq´α}f}Ho¨l0η,2pRq. (8.41)
Now the statement follows from (8.40), (8.41), and Lemma 8.23.
(c) Lower bounds: We take the function fη from Theorem 8.20. By (8.24) we derive (8.25)
for ε “ 2 ´ β. Regarding Theorem 8.20 assumption (8.21) follows from (8.24) and assumption
(8.22) from (8.38). (6) Theorem 8.19(1) and Theorem 8.20(2) imply
}ϕt}L8 “ sup
xPsupppXtq
|Dρpt, xq| ě 1
c
pT ´ tq 1`ηβ ´1 “ 1
c
pT ´ tq´α
for t P r0, T q. By Theorem 8.19(3) this gives inftPp0,T qOsctpϕq ą 0. To verify (6) it is sufficient to
prove for some ε P p0, T q that inftPrε,T qpT ´ tqαOsctpϕq ą 0. As by Theorem 8.19(2) we know that
pϕtqtPr0,T q is of maximal oscillation with constant 2 we get, for t P rε, T q,
Osctpϕq ě
1
2
}ϕt ´ ϕ0}L8 ě
1
2
}ϕt}L8 ´
1
2
}ϕ0}L8 ě
1
2c
pT ´ tq´α ´ 1
2
}ϕ0}L8 .
Choosing ε appropriate, (6) follows. Items (7)-(8) follow from Theorem 5.7 and (8.39). 
Appendix A. The class SMppIq and BMO-spaces
We summarize some basic facts about the class SMppIq and BMO-spaces that are used in
the article. For this we assume a stochastic basis pΩ,F ,P, pFtqtPr0,T sq with T P p0,8q such that
pΩ,F ,Pq is complete, F0 contains all null-sets, and such that Ft “
Ş
sPpt,T s Fs for all t P r0, T q. We
do not assume that F0 is generated by the null-sets only. In the computations below we exploit
the following fact: given stopping times σ, τ : ΩÑ I and an integrable random variable Z : ΩÑ R,
we have tσ “ τu P Fσ^τ and
EFσ
“
1tσ“τuZ
‰ “ EFσ^τ“1tσ“τuZ‰ “ EFτ“1tσ“τuZ‰ a.s.
Moreover, we again use infH :“ 8.
A.1. Properties of the class SMp. We start by a convenient reduction. Since F0 does not need
to be trivial we add the assumption Φ0 P Lp to the definition of SMppIq in Definition 2.2.
Proposition A.1. For p P p0,8q and Φ P CL`pIq with Φ0 P Lp one has |Φ|SMppIq “ }Φ}SMppIq,
where |Φ|SMppIq :“ inf c is the infimum over c P r1,8q such that for all a P I one has
EFa
„
sup
aďtPI
Φpt

ď cpΦpa a.s.
Proof. It is clear that |Φ|SMppIq ď }Φ}SMppIq, so that we assume that c :“ |Φ|SMppIq ă 8. Let
ρ : ΩÑ I be a stopping time, h : r0, T q Ñ r0,8q be given by hptq :“ 1
T´t ´ 1T . For k,N P N0 set
raNk , bNk q :“ h´1
ˆ„
k
2N
,
k ` 1
2N
˙˙
Ď r0, T q and let HN ptq :“ 1tTuptqT `
8ÿ
k“0
1raN
k
,bN
k
qptqbNk .
Then HN ptq Ó t for all t P r0, T s and ρN :“ HNpρq : ΩÑ I is a stopping time as well. Then, a.s.,
E
F
ρN
«
sup
ρNďtPI
Φpt
ff
“ EFρN“1tρN“TuΦpT ‰` 8ÿ
k“0
E
F
ρN
«
1tρN“bN
k
u sup
bN
k
ďtPI
Φpt
ff
“ 1tρN“TuΦpT `
8ÿ
k“0
1tρN“bN
k
uE
F
bN
k
«
1tρN“bN
k
u sup
bN
k
ďtPI
Φpt
ff
ď 1tρN“TuΦpT `
8ÿ
k“0
1tρN“bN
k
uc
pΦp
bN
k
ď cpΦp
ρN
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where we omit 1tρN“TuΦ
p
T if I “ r0, T q. This implies that EFρ
“
supρNďtPI Φ
p
t
‰ ď cpEFρ”Φp
ρN
ı
a.s.
By N Ñ8, monotone convergence on the left-hand side and because Φ is ca`dla`g, and dominated
convergence on the right-hand side (Φ is ca`dla`g and E suptPIΦ
p
t ă 8) we obtain the assertion. 
We continue with structural properties of the class SMp:
Proposition A.2. For 0 ă p, p0, p1 ă 8 with 1p “ 1p0 ` 1p1 the following holds:
(1) SMqpIq Ď SMppIq and }Φ}SMppIq ď }Φ}SMqpIq whenever 0 ă p ă q ă 8.
(2) If Φ P SMppIq, then Φ˚ P SMppIq and }Φ˚}SMppIq ď p
b
1` }Φ}p
SMppIq.
(3) For Φi P SMpipIq, i “ 0, 1, and Φ “ pΦaqaPr0,T q with Φa :“ Φ0aΦ1a, one has
}Φ}SMppIq ď }Φ0}SMp0pIq}Φ1}SMp1 pIq.
Proof. (1) follows from the definition. Now let a P I. To check (2) we observe Φ˚0 “ Φ0 P Lp and
EFa
„
sup
aďtPI
|Φ˚t |p

“ EFa
„
sup
tPI
Φpt

ď |Φ˚a |p ` }Φ}pSMppIqΦpa ď p1` }Φ}
p
SMppIqq|Φ˚a |p a.s.
(3) We get Φ00Φ
1
0 P Lp and by the conditional Ho¨lder inequality that, a.s.,
p
d
EFa
„
sup
aďtPI
Φpt

“ p
d
EFa
„
sup
aďtPI
pΦ0tΦ1t qp

ď p
d
EFa
„
sup
aďtPI
pΦ0t qp sup
aďtPI
pΦ1t qp

ď p0
d
EFa
„
sup
aďtPI
pΦ0t qp0

p1
d
EFa
„
sup
aďtPI
pΦ1t qp1

ď }Φ0}SMp0 pIq}Φ1}SMp1pIqΦ0aΦ1a
“ }Φ0}SMp0 pIq}Φ1}SMp1pIqΦa. 
A.2. Simplifications in the definitions of BMO-spaces. The first simplification concerns the
case I “ r0, T s:
Proposition A.3. For p P p0,8q, Y P CL0pr0, T sq, and Φ P CL`pr0, T sq define |Y |BMOΦp pr0,T sq :“
inf c and |Y |bmoΦp pr0,T sq :“ inf c, respectively, to be the infimum over all c P r0,8q such that, for all
ρ P ST ,
EFρr|YT ´ Yρ´|ps ď cpΦpρ a.s. and EFρr|YT ´ Yρ|ps ď cpΦpρ a.s.,
respectively. Then one has
|Y |BMOΦp pr0,T sq ď }Y }BMOΦp pr0,T sq ď 2
p 1
p
´1q`r1` }Φ}SMppr0,T sqs|Y |BMOΦp pr0,T sq,
|Y |bmoΦp pr0,T sq ď }Y }bmoΦp pr0,T sq ď 2
p 1
p
´1q`r1` }Φ}SMppr0,T sqs|Y |bmoΦp pr0,T sq,
where we additionally assume for the right-hand side inequalities that Φ P SMppr0, T sq.
Proof. The inequalities on the left are obvious. To check the inequalities on the right we may
assume that c :“ |Y |BMOΦp pr0,T sq or c :“ |Y |bmoΦp pr0,T sq are finite. To treat both cases simultaneously,
we let t P r0, T s, ρ P St, and A “ Yρ´ or A “ Yρ, respectively. Then, a.s.,`
EFρr|Yt ´A|ps
˘ 1
p ď 2p 1p´1q`
”`
EFρr|YT ´A|ps
˘ 1
p ` `EFρr|YT ´ Yt|ps˘ 1p ı
ď 2p 1p´1q`
”
cΦρ `
`
EFρr|YT ´ Yt|ps
˘ 1
p
ı
.
To estimate the second term we may assume t P r0, T q. In case of bmo-spaces this term can be
estimated by`
EFρr|YT ´ Yt|ps
˘ 1
p “ `EFρ“EFtr|YT ´ Yt|ps‰˘ 1p ď c `EFρrΦpt s˘ 1p ď c}Φ}SMppr0,T sqΦρ a.s.
In case of BMO-spaces we find a sequence tn P pt, T s with tn Ó t. Using Fatou’s Lemma for
conditional expectations we get, a.s.,`
EFρr|YT ´ Yt|ps
˘ 1
p ď lim inf
n
`
EFρr|YT ´ Ytn´|ps
˘ 1
p ď lim inf
n
c
`
EFρ
“
Φptn
‰˘ 1
p ď c}Φ}SMppr0,T sqΦρ.
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
The second simplification concerns the bmo-spaces. For p P p0,8q, Y P CL0pIq, and Φ P CL`pIq
we let |Y |det
bmoΦp pIq :“ inf c be the infimum over all c P r0,8q such that
EFar|Yt ´ Ya|ps ď cpΦpa a.s. for all t P I and a P r0, ts.
With this definition we obtain:
Proposition A.4. One has | ¨ |det
bmoΦp pIq “ } ¨ }bmoΦp pIq for all p P p0,8q.
Proof. It is obvious that |Y |det
bmoΦp pIq ď }Y }bmoΦp pIq. To show }Y }bmoΦp pIq ď |Y |
det
bmoΦp pIq we assume
that c :“ |Y |det
bmoΦp pIq ă 8, otherwise there is nothing to prove. For t P I, ρ P St, and L P N0 we
define the new stopping times ρLpωq :“ ψLpρpωqq where ψLp0q :“ 0 and ψLpsq “ sLℓ :“ ℓ2´Lt
when s P `sLℓ´1, sLℓ ‰ for ℓ P t1, . . . , 2Lu. By definition, ρLpωq Ó ρpωq for all ω P Ω as LÑ8. Then
E
F
sL
ℓ
”
|Yt ´ YsL
ℓ
|p
ı
ď cpΦp
sL
ℓ
a.s.
for ℓ “ 0, . . . , 2L. Multiplying both sides with 1tρL“sLℓ u and summing over ℓ “ 0, . . . , 2L, we get
that
EFρLr|Yt ´ YρL |ps ď cpΦpρL a.s.
For any M ą 0 this implies
EFρLr|Yt ´ YρL |p ^M s ď pcpΦpρLq ^M a.s.
and
EFρr|Yt ´ YρL |p ^M s ď EFρ
“pcpΦpρLq ^M‰ a.s.
The ca`dla`g properties of Y and Φ imply
EFρr|Yt ´ Yρ|p ^M s ď EFρ
“pcpΦpρq ^M‰ a.s.
By M Ò 8 it follows that }Y }bmoΦp pIq ď c as desired. 
A.3. The relation between BMOΦp and bmo
Φ
p . The BMO- and bmo-spaces are related to each
other as follows:
Proposition A.5. For Φ P CL`pIq, Y P CL0pIq,
|∆Y |Φ,I :“ inftc ą 0 : |∆Yt| ď cΦt for all t P I a.s.u,
and p P p0,8q the following assertions are true:
(1) }Y }BMOΦp pIq ď 2
p 1
p
´1q`
”
}Y }bmoΦp pIq ` |∆Y |Φ,I
ı
.
(2) If E|Φ˚t |p ă 8 for all t P I, then }Y }bmoΦp pIq ď }Y }BMOΦp pIq and |∆Y |Φ,I ď 2
1
p
_1}Y }BMOΦp pIq.
Proof. For the proof we set cp :“ 2p 1p´1q
`
. (1) For t P I and ρ P St we have, a.s.,ˇˇ
EFρr|Yt ´ Yρ´|ps
ˇˇ 1
p ď cp
”ˇˇ
EFρr|Yt ´ Yρ|ps
ˇˇ 1
p ` |∆Yρ|
ı
ď cpΦρ
”
}Y }bmoΦp pIq ` |∆Y |Φ,I
ı
so that }Y }BMOΦp pIq ď cp
”
}Y }bmoΦp pIq ` |∆Y |Φ,I
ı
. (2) For t P I and ρ P St we have, a.s.,ˇˇ
EFρr|Yt ´ Yρ|ps
ˇˇ 1
p “
ˇˇˇ
EFρ
”
1tρătu lim
n
|Yt ´ Yppρ` 1
n
q^tq´|p
ıˇˇˇ 1
p
ď lim inf
n
ˇˇˇ
EFρ
”
1tρătu|Yt ´ Yppρ` 1
n
q^tq´|p
ıˇˇˇ 1
p
“ lim inf
n
ˇˇˇ
EFρ
”
E
F
pρ` 1
n
q^t
”
1tρătu|Yt ´ Yppρ` 1
n
q^tq´|p
ııˇˇˇ 1
p
ď lim inf
n
}Y }BMOΦp pIq
ˇˇˇ
EFρ
”
Φppρ` 1
n
q^t
ıˇˇˇ 1
p
ď }Y }BMOΦp pIqΦρ
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where we used E|Φ˚t |p ă 8. Hence }Y }bmoΦp pIq ď }Y }BMOΦp pIq. Moreover, for ρ P St with t P I we
get that, a.s.,
|∆Yρ| ď cp
”ˇˇ
EFρr|Yt ´ Yρ´|ps
ˇˇ 1
p ` ˇˇEFρr|Yt ´ Yρ|psˇˇ 1p ı ď 2cp}Y }BMOΦp pIqΦρ.
Now we show that this implies
|∆Ys| ď r2cp}Y }BMOΦp pIqsΦs for all s P I a.s. (A.1)
which yields to |∆Y |Φ,I ď 2cp}Y }BMOΦp pIq. It is sufficient to check (A.1) for s P r0, ts for 0 ă t P I.
So we define for k P N that
ρk1 :“ inf
 
s P p0, ts : |∆Ys| ą 1k
(^ t,
ρkn :“ inf
 
s P pρkn´1, ts : |∆Ys| ą 1k
(^ t, n ě 2.
Since the stochastic basis satisfies the usual conditions and Y is adapted and ca`dla`g, each ρkn : ΩÑ
r0, ts is a stopping time (this is known and can be checked with [8, Lemma 1, Chapter 3]). Hence
|∆Yρkn | ď 2cp}Y }BMOΦp pIqΦρkn a.s.,
and we denote by Ωkn the set in which the above inequality holds. Set Ω
˚ “ X8k“1 X8n“1 Ωkn, then
PpΩ˚q “ 1 and
|∆Yspωq| ď 2cp}Y }BMOΦp pIqΦtpωq for all pω, sq P Ω˚ ˆ r0, ts,
which gives the desired statement. 
A.4. Distributional estimates. The BMO-spaces allow for John-Nirenberg theorems. One con-
sequence of the following equivalence of moments:
Proposition A.6. Let 0 ă p ď q ă 8, r P p0,8q, and Φ P CL`pIq.
(1) If Φ P SMqpIq with }Φ}SMqpIq ď d ă 8, then there is a c(1) “ cpp, q, dq ě 1 such that
} ¨ }BMOΦp pIq „c(1) } ¨ }BMOΦq pIq.
(2) There is a constant c(2) “ cpp, rq ą 0 such that, for 0 ď a ă t P I and Y P CL0pIq,
EFa
«
sup
uPra,ts
|Yu ´ Ya|p
ff
ď cp(A.2)EFa
«
sup
uPra,ts
Φpu
ff
}Y }p
BMOΦr pr0,tsq. (A.2)
Proof. (1a) For I “ r0, T s and Φ ą 0 on r0, T s ˆ Ω the result follows from [20, Corollary 1(i)],
where we use Proposition A.3 to relate the formally different BMO-definitions to each other and
Proposition A.2(1).
(1b) For I “ r0, T q and Φ ą 0 on r0, T qˆΩ this follows from (1a) by considering the restrictions
of the processes to r0, ts for t P r0, T q.
(1c) For I “ r0, T s or I “ r0, T q, and Φ ě 0 on IˆΩ we proceed as follows: For ε ą 0 we consider
Φεt :“ Φt ` ε and observe that }Φε}SMppIq ď cp}Φ}SMppIq and supεą0 } ¨ }BMOΦεp pIq “ } ¨ }BMOΦp pIq.
(2) Again we replace Φ by Φε. Then we use the proof of [20, (6)] and [20, step (a) of the proof of
Corollary 1] to derive the statement with Φε, where the corresponding constant does not depend
on ε ą 0. By ε Ó 0 we arrive at our statement. 
Appendix B. Transition density
Theorem B.1 ([15, p. 263, p. 44]). For bˆ, σˆ P C8b with pσ ě ε0 ą 0 there is a jointly continuous
transition density ΓX : p0, T sˆRˆRÑ p0,8q such that PpXxt P Bq “
ş
B
ΓXpt, x, ξqdξ for t P p0, T s
and B P BpRq, where pXxt qtPr0,T s is the solution to the SDE (6.1) starting in x P R, such that the
following is satisfied:
(1) One has ΓXps, ¨, ξq P C8pRq for ps, ξq P p0, T s ˆ R.
(2) For k P N0 there is a c “ cpkq ą 0 such that for ps, x, ξq P p0, T s ˆ Rˆ R one has thatˇˇˇˇBkΓX
Bxk ps, x, ξq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď c(B.1)s´k2 γc(B.1)spx´ ξq where γtpηq :“
1?
2πt
e´
η2
2t . (B.1)
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(3) For k P N and f P CX (the set CY from Section 6 in the case (C1)) one has
Bk
Bxk
ż
R
ΓXps, x, ξqfpξqdξ “
ż
R
BkΓX
Bxk ps, x, ξqfpξqdξ for ps, xq P p0, T s ˆ R.
Appendix C. A technical lemma
Lemma C.1. For θ P r0, 1s, a function ϕ : r0, T q Ñ R, and a non-decreasing function Ψ : r0, T q Ñ
r0,8q the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) There is a c(C.1) ą 0 such that for any 0 ď s ď a ă T one has
|ϕa ´ ϕs| ď c(C.1)
pT ´ sq θ2
pT ´ aq 12 Ψa. (C.1)
(2) (a) θ P r0, 1q: There is a c(C.2) ą 0 such that for a P r0, T q one has
|ϕa ´ ϕ0| ď c(C.2)pT ´ aq
θ´1
2 Ψa. (C.2)
(b) θ “ 1: There is a c(C.3) ą 0 such that for 0 ď s ď a ă T one has
|ϕa ´ ϕs| ď c(C.3)
ˆ
1` log T ´ s
T ´ a
˙
Ψa. (C.3)
Proof. (1)ñ (2) We let tn :“ T ´ T2n for n ě 0. If s, a P rtn´1, tns, n ě 1, then (C.1) implies
|ϕa ´ ϕs| ď c(C.1)ΨaT
θ
2´ 12 r1´ p1´
1
2n´1 qs
θ
2
r1´ p1´ 12n qs
1
2
ď c(C.1)ΨaT
θ´1
2 p
?
2q1`p1´θqn.
We now let s P rtn´1, tnq and a P rtn`m´1, tn`mq for n ě 1, m ě 0 arbitrarily. If θ P r0, 1q, then
the triangle inequality and the monotonicity of Ψ give
|ϕa ´ ϕ0| ď c(C.1)ΨaT
θ´1
2
n`mÿ
k“1
p
?
2q1`p1´θqk ď c(C.1)cθΨaT
θ´1
2 p
?
2qp1´θqpn`m´1q ď
c(C.1)cθΨa
pT ´ aq 1´θ2
for some cθ ą 0 depending on θ only. When θ “ 1, similarly as above we get
|ϕa ´ ϕs| ď c(C.1)Ψa
?
2p1`mq ď 2
?
2c(C.1)Ψa
ˆ
1` log T ´ s
T ´ a
˙
.
(2)ñ (1) If θ P r0, 1q, then (C.2) implies for any 0 ď s ď a ă T that
|ϕa ´ ϕs| ď |ϕa ´ ϕ0| ` |ϕs ´ ϕ0| ď c(C.2)
”
ΨapT ´ aq
θ´1
2 `ΨspT ´ sq
θ´1
2
ı
ď c(C.2)Ψa
«ˆ
T ´ a
T ´ s
˙ θ
2
`
ˆ
T ´ a
T ´ s
˙ 1
2
ff
pT ´ sq θ2
pT ´ aq 12 ď 2c(C.2)Ψa
pT ´ sq θ2
pT ´ aq 12 .
The case θ “ 1 is derived from the inequality 1` log x ď 2?x, x ě 1. 
Appendix D. Malliavin Calculus
D.1. Itoˆ’s chaos decomposition. We assume the setting from Section 8.1. The random measure
M is defined for sets E P Bpp0, T s ˆ Rq with pλb µqpEq ă 8 by
MpEq :“ σ
ż
pt,0qPE
dWt ` lim
nÑ8
ż
EXpp0,T sˆt 1
n
ă|x|ănuq
x rNpdt, dxq,
where the limit is taken in L2. For n ě 1, set
Ln2 :“ L2
`pp0, T s ˆ Rqn,Bppp0, T s ˆ Rqnq, pλb µqbn˘ .
Let Inpfnq denote the multiple integral of an fn P Ln2 with respect to the random measureM in the
sense of [27] and let InpLn2 q :“ tInpfnq : fn P Ln2u. If f snpz1, . . . , znq “ 1n!
ř
π fnpzπp1q, . . . , zπpnqq for
zi “ pti, xiq P r0, T sˆR is the symmetrization of fn, where the sum is taken over all permutations
of t1, . . . , nu, then Inpfnq “ Inpf snq a.s. For n “ 0 we agree about L02 “ R and that I0 : R Ñ R is
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the identity, so that I0pL02q “ R. We also use f si “ fi for fi P Li2, i “ 0, 1. The orthogonal chaos
expansion L2 “
À8
n“0 InpLn2 q is due to Itoˆ [27]: given ξ P L2 there are fn P Ln2 such that
ξ “
8ÿ
n“0
Inpfnq a.s.,
so that I0pf0q “ Eξ. By orthogonality one has }ξ}2L2 “
ř8
n“0 }Inpfnq}2L2 “
ř8
n“0 n!}f sn}2Ln2 . The
Malliavin-Sobolev space D1,2 consists of all ξ “
ř8
n“0 Inpfnq P L2 such that
}ξ}2D1,2 :“
8ÿ
n“0
pn` 1q}Inpfnq}2L2 ă 8.
Given ξ P D1,2, the Malliavin derivative D¨ξ : p0, T s ˆ Rˆ ΩÑ R P L2pλb µb Pq satisfiesż
R
ż T
0
E
´
pDs,zξqImpgmqhps, zq
¯
dsµpdzq
“ pm` 1q!
ż
R
ż T
0
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
R
ż T
0
´
f sm`1ppt1, x1q, . . . , ptm, xmq, ps, zqqgmppt1, x1q, . . . , ptm, xmqqhps, zq
¯
dt1µpdx1q ¨ ¨ ¨ dtmµpdxmqdsµpdzq (D.1)
for h P L12, m P N0, and symmetric gm P Lm2 .
Lemma D.1. If a Borel function f : R Ñ R satisfies fpXT q P L2, then there exist symmetric
f sn P L2pµbnq :“ L2pRn,BpRnq, µbnq such that the following holds:
(1) One has fpXT q “ EfpXT q `
ř8
n“1 Inpf sn1bnp0,T sq a.s.
(2) For any t P r0, T q one has EFtrfpXT qs “ EfpXT q `
ř8
n“1 Inpf sn1bnp0,tsq a.s. Consequently,
EFtrfpXT qs P D1,2 for any t P r0, T q.
Proof. (1) follows from [4, Theorem 4]. (2) The first claim is known. For the latter consequence
we use the isometry to obtain
8ÿ
n“1
pn` 1q}Inpf sn1bnp0,tsq}2L2 “
8ÿ
n“1
pn` 1q!tn}f sn}2L2pµbnq “
8ÿ
n“1
pn` 1q t
n
T n
}Inpf sn1bnp0,T sq}2L2 ă 8,
which verifies EFtrfpXT qs P D1,2 for t P r0, T q. 
D.2. Proof of Proposition 8.2. We fix t P p0, T q. Lemma D.1(2) implies F pt,Xtq P D1,2 so that
Ds,zF pt,Xtq “ BFBx pt,Xtq1p0,tsˆt0ups, zq `
F pt,Xt ` zq ´ F pt,Xtq
z
1p0,tsˆpRzt0uqps, zq (D.2)
for λ b µ b P-a.e. ps, z, ωq P p0, T s ˆ R ˆ Ω by [32, Corollary 3.1 of the second article] (see also
[40, 1, 41, 18]); if σ ą 0, then F pt, ¨q :“ Efp¨ `XT´tq P C8pRq by Example 8.18 for q “ 2, and if
σ “ 0, then the first term on the right-hand side is omitted. As both sides are square-integrable
in ps, z, ωq with respect to λb µb P we apply Fubini’s theorem to get
1
t
ż t
0
ż
R
pDs,zF pt,Xtqqpωqρpdzqds
“ BFBx pt,Xtpωqqρpt0uq `
ż
Rzt0u
F pt,Xtpωq ` zq ´ F pt,Xtpωqq
z
ρpdzq “ DρF pt,Xtpωqq (D.3)
for ω P ΩzNt for some null-set Nt, where the integrals on the left-hand side and on the right-hand
side (with respect to ρpdzqds and ρpdzq, respectively) exist for ω R Nt. Then, for m P N0 and a
symmetric gm P Lm2 we obtain from (D.1) with hps, zq :“ 1p0,tspsqpdρ{dµqpzq that
E
ˆ
1
t
ż t
0
ż
R
Ds,zF pt,Xtqρpdzqds
˙
Impgmq
“ pm` 1q!
t
ż t
0
ż
R
ż T
0
ż
R
¨ ¨ ¨
ż T
0
ż
R
f sm`1ppt1, x1q, . . . , ptn, xnq, ps, zqq
gmppt1, x1q, . . . , ptn, xnqqµpdx1qdt1 ¨ ¨ ¨µpdxmqdtmρpdzqds
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“ pm` 1q!
ż
R
ż t
0
ż
R
¨ ¨ ¨
ż t
0
ż
R
f sm`1px1, . . . , xn, zq
gmppt1, x1q, . . . , ptn, xnqqµpdx1qdt1 ¨ ¨ ¨µpdxmqdtmρpdzq
“ m!
ż T
0
ż
R
¨ ¨ ¨
ż T
0
ż
R
”
pm` 1qhmpx1, . . . , xnq1bnp0,tspt1, . . . , tnq
ı
gmppt1, x1q, . . . , ptn, xnqq
µpdx1qdt1 ¨ ¨ ¨µpdxmqdtm
“ Eϕtpf, ρqImpgmq.
This implies that DρF pt,Xtq “ ϕtpf, ρq a.s. 
D.3. Interpretation as vector-valued gradient. Assume that f P DX X L2pPXT q, dρ :“
Ddµ{ ş
R
Ddµ, and fix an orthonormal basis pDlqlPJ Ď L2pR, µq with J “ t1, . . . , Lu or J “ N
(note that L2pR, µq is separable). For pt, ω, zq P p0, T q ˆΩˆR we let Mpt, ω, zq be the right-hand
side of (D.2) define the null-sets Pt :“ tω P Ω :
ş
R
|Mpt, ω, zq|2µpdzq “ 8u and
M
plq
t pωq :“ 1tωRPtu
ż
R
Mpt, ω, zqDlpzqµpdzq for l P J.
We obtain random variables M
plq
t : Ω Ñ R such that
ř
lPJ |M plqt pωq|2 ă 8 for all ω P Ω. This
yields to the map Mt :“ pM plqt qlPJ : ΩÑ ℓJ2 – L2pR, µq. For ω R Pt this gives
xMtpωq, DyℓJ2 “
ż
R
Mpt, ω, zqDpzqµpdzq,
where D is D considered in ℓJ2 , so that
xMt, DyℓJ2ş
R
Ddµ
“ DρF pt,Xtq “ 1
t
ż t
0
ż
R
Ds,zF pt,Xtqρpdzqds a.s. for t P p0, T q. (D.4)
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